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ABSTRACT
People discount projected impacts of climate change that they see as spatially or
temporally remote. To overcome this perceptual barrier, climate change outreach must
communicate impacts as local, concrete, immediate and situated in a well-understood
frame of reference. Spatial-analog mapping may meet this challenge: by drawing on
peoples’ experience of existing climates, this technique matches a locality’s projected
climates with present-day climates of other localities. However, analog maps’ effect on
climate impact perceptions has not been compared with the effect on climate impact
perceptions elicited by standard climate change mapping techniques. Accordingly, I
consider whether residents of Centre Region, Pennsylvania who are shown maps of
spatial analogs for future Centre Region temperatures perceive impacts as more salient
than do residents shown the same temperature change information directly using colorbanded isallotherm maps. I also consider whether residents respond differently when this
information is presented using only text, only maps, or both maps and text. An online
survey of 3094 members of 11 Centre Region organizations presents the maps and/or text
and then assesses respondents’ impact perceptions. Based on 444 valid responses, I find
that respondents using spatial-analog survey forms generally expect impacts to be less
severe and disruptive than respondents using temperature-change forms. I also find that
respondents using survey forms with maps generally expect impacts to be more severe
and disruptive than respondents using text-only forms. These results inform vital
decisions about communicating climate change information to the public.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Effective climate change outreach requires a close fit between climate
information, its mode of presentation, and its intended audience. This fit is in need of
adjustment: among both climate scientists and the public, dissatisfaction with the current
state of climate change communication is widespread. According to a fall 2008 survey,
82% of American adults think that they do not have enough information to “form a firm
opinion” about global warming (Maibach et al. 2009). Scientists similarly recognize the
need to improve communication of the causes and consequences of climate change, with
practitioners from environmental sciences (Leiserowitz 2006, Lorenzoni et al. 2007),
geography (Slocum 2004, Moser 2007, Hulme 2008), landscape architecture (Sheppard
2005, Brody et al. 2008), psychology (Gifford 2008), and resilience studies (Tschakert
and Dietrich 2010) all calling for better tools and methods for communicating this
information to the public. In this thesis, I consider some explanations for these difficulties
in communicating climate change information, suggest a possible means of addressing
them, implement a methodology for testing its effectiveness, and assess the results.
This chapter opens with a brief literature review of climate change perceptions
and communication. I present two models for assessing the effectiveness of climate
change communication – understanding and engagement – and provide evidence
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suggesting that these communication efforts have not been successful under either model.
I then discuss how dual process models and spatial and temporal discounting shape
perceptions of climate change and further complicate climate change communication
efforts. The next section reviews the literature on two possible ways of improving climate
change communication: the use of maps and graphics, and the use of spatial analogs.
Drawing on this literature, I present the purpose and research questions that drive this
thesis. I conclude with a summary of the material covered in each chapter of the thesis.

1.1

Perceptions of climate change
Climate scientists’ calls for improving climate change communication generally

reflect two closely related goals: (1) improving public awareness and understanding of
the science of climate change, including causes and impacts; and (2) increasing personal
engagement with climate change and its possible impacts. For example, Lorenzoni et al.
(2007, 454-5) not only highlight the need to provide “basic information…to overcome
lack of knowledge about climate change,” but also stress that “information should be
communicated in a meaningful way, linking to people’s concerns and interests.” The first
goal hews closely to the “deficit model” of scientific communication, which attributes
people’s skepticism about science to gaps or distortions in their understanding of the
relevant scientific facts (Sturgis and Allum 2004). Meanwhile, the second goal suggests a
need to move beyond understanding to engagement. I follow Lorenzoni et al. (2007) in
defining engagement as one’s personal state of cognitive, affective, and behavioral
connection with climate change. Communicating to increase engagement thus requires
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consideration of how scientific information is contextualized by personal experience and
societal values in ways that help shape people’s thoughts, feelings, and actions (ibid). To
achieve behavioral engagement, communicators need to go beyond understanding and
concern by taking steps to develop the public’s motivation and capacity to adapt to and
mitigate climate change; as noted in Grothmann and Patt (2005), these efforts must
address both perceived self-efficacy and adaptation costs.

1.1.1 COMMUNICATING CLIMATE CHANGE: IMPROVEMENT NEEDED
Scientists have thus far seen only limited success in achieving these two climate
change communication goals. Studies and polling suggest that a significant percentage of
the public continues to misunderstand the basic science of climate change. For example,
Bostrom and Lashof (2007, 32) note that “many continue to attribute global warming to
the ozone hole or ozone depletion,” while others “conflate global warming with natural
weather cycles.” Moreover, a winter 2009/2010 survey found that 67% of American
adults either did not know enough to say whether there is a scientific consensus on global
warming (22%), believed that there is “a lot of disagreement” among scientists on the
issue (40%), or believed that most scientists think global warming is not happening (5%)
(Maibach et al. 2010). This finding contrasts with an evaluation of the abstracts of 928
climate science papers published between 1993 and 2003, which found no papers that
disagreed with the consensus view that anthropogenic greenhouse gases are warming the
earth (Oreskes 2004). Moreover, a poll of Earth scientists taken in 2009 found that 90%
of respondents believed that global mean temperatures had risen since 1880, and 82%
named human activity as a “significant contributing factor” to changes in the global
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climate (Doran and Zimmerman 2009). Meanwhile, polling also suggests that scientists
have had difficulty maintaining public engagement with climate change. Between fall
2008 and winter 2009/2010, the percentage of American adults who found global
warming to be personally important fell 13%, from 71% to 58%, while the percentage of
American adults who claimed to have “personally experienced the effects of global
warming” fell 8%, from 33% to 25% (Maibach et al. 2009, Maibach et al. 2010a).
Similarly, a survey conducted in June of 2010 – the warmest June on record worldwide –
found only small increases in these percentages, with 62% of American adults believing
global warming to be personally important and 30% claiming to have personally
experienced its effects (Maibach et al. 2010b, NOAA 2010).

1.1.2 UNDERSTANDING PERCEPTIONS: DUAL PROCESS MODELS
Several studies have attempted to explain why many people have difficulty
understanding and personally engaging with climate change. Some explanations suggest
that scientists have failed to tailor climate change information to their audiences’
characteristic modes of thought. For example, dual process theory posits that people use
two modes of thought to understand risks and other stimuli: analytic processing and
experiential processing (Evans 2003, Slovic et al. 2004). Analytic processing is more
deliberate, consciously employs formal tools such as statistical analysis and algorithms,
and is the preferred mode of scientific thought; experiential processing is more
immediate, is grounded in imagery and affect, and is often used in intuitive or “spur-ofthe-moment” decision making (Slovic et al. 2004). Several authors have therefore
suggested that the communication of climate change information could be improved by
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translating scientists’ analytic conclusions into experiential modes, which are potentially
more concrete, immediate, and memorable, and thus more likely to prompt behavioral
change (Sheppard 2005, Leiserowitz 2006, Marx et al. 2007, CRED 2009).

1.1.3 BIASING PERCEPTIONS: TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL DISCOUNTING
Other explanations for the public’s failure to understand and engage with climate
change have identified cognitive barriers that can blunt perceptions of climate change and
its projected impacts. One frequently mentioned barrier is discounting. Many people
believe that any negative impacts of climate change will primarily be felt in the distant
future, by people who live far away or by non-human nature; they therefore tend to
downplay the personal importance of climate change (Nicholson-Cole 2005, Leiserowitz
2007, Lorenzoni et al. 2007, APA 2009). To overcome this tendency, several authors
have recommended a shift from a global climate change discourse towards a local
discourse that shows how climate is embedded in communities and how changing
climates will affect people’s daily lives; in short, how climate change is locally relevant
and personally meaningful (see work by perceptions specialists such as Slocum 2004,
Leiserowitz 2007, and Hulme 2008, as well as work by geographers and other global
change scientists on the regional impacts of climate change, such as the Global Change in
Local Places project, AAG 2003).
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1.2

Overcoming barriers to climate change communication

1.2.1 VISUALIZATION AND MAPPING
Visualization and mapping may help overcome some of these barriers to climate
change communication. As a possible means of making climate change more concrete
and locally relevant, visualizations and mapping may activate experiential processing,
overcome discounting, and thereby improve climate change understanding and
engagement. Experiential processing “encodes reality in images, metaphors, and
narratives to which affective feelings have become attached”; graphical representations of
the impacts of climate change on an environment that is well known to the viewer might
therefore be expected to activate experiential processing and generate a strong affective
response (Slovic et al. 2004). For example, 2-D or 3-D visualizations can be used to show
the projected impacts of climate change on local landscapes, driving home the personal
relevance of climate change more “quickly and powerfully” than would be possible using
text alone (Nicholson-Cole 2005, Sheppard 2005). According to cognitive science, static
graphics can “facilitate comprehension, learning, memorization, problem solving, and
communication, including inference of dynamic processes” (Fabrikant 2010). Moreover,
dual coding theories from psychology suggest that information that is simultaneously
presented both textually and graphically (whether through pictures, maps, or graphs) is
more likely to be understood and remembered than information that is presented using
text or graphics alone, provided that certain design principles are met (Schnotz 2002).
Indeed, graphics may prove particularly effective in increasing comprehension of
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complex subjects about which the audience has little prior knowledge, e.g., climate
change (ibid).
Maps may hold similar potential for climate change communication, particularly
to the extent that their depictions of climate change are iconic rather than abstract, and
local to regional in scale. Maps are a popular means of depicting climate change and its
impacts, as evidenced by their frequent inclusion in Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change reports (e.g., Alley et al. 2007) and mass media publications (e.g., Dow and
Downing 2006). The popularity of maps may be due in part to their generally high
accessibility; unlike graphs and other “logical-pictures” that require many viewers to
develop new cognitive schema, maps are often familiar and compressible to both novices
and experts (Schnotz 2002, 114). However, this may not be true of all climate change
maps, which can be fairly abstract. First order impacts of climate change, such as changes
in temperature or precipitation, are often mapped using bands of color between isolines
that depict areas of equal change in temperature or precipitation (isallotherm and
isallohyet mapping, respectively). See, for example, Figure 1, which presents maps of
projected changes in temperature from the IPCC’s 2007 summary for policy makers. In
order to understand such maps, viewers must understand the abstract idea that isolines are
lines of equal value (MacEachren 2004). Moreover, while the public is generally familiar
with isoline weather maps from print, television, and online sources (Fabrikant 2010),
isoline maps of climate change add an additional degree of abstraction: crossing an
isoline on a map of daily high temperatures represents a change in temperature (as well
as a change in location); crossing an isoline on a map of the projected change in high
temperatures represents a change in the change in temperature (as well as a change in
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Figure 1.1: IPCC projections of surface temperature changes relative to 19801999 (Alley et al. 2007, 15)
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location). Climate change maps also require viewers to consider two time slices (e.g.,
1970-2000 and 2070-2100), versus a single time slice for most weather maps (e.g.,
tomorrow). The tendency to view isoline maps of climate change with the same schema
used for weather maps could lead to further discounting of possible impacts, since
weather maps usually depict extremes (e.g., daily high and low temperatures), while
climate change maps often depict changes in averages (e.g., the change in average
temperatures between two 30-year periods), rather than extremes. Indeed, research has
shown that viewers often have difficulty understanding maps depicting statistical climate
forecasts that depict probabilities of above or below normal precipitation (Ishikawa
2005). These difficulties may also extend to maps of other statistical abstractions, such as
changes in climatological averages.
While isoline maps of climate change present abstract ideas that may confuse
viewers, filled variants of these maps use color in a way that may enhance engagement –
particularly when depicting temperature change. As shown in the right-hand column of
Figure 1, filled-isoline maps of temperature change projections typically use red, orange,
and purple hues to represent areas with warmer projected temperatures; due to the large
temperature increases predicted to occur by the end of this century under most climate
models and scenarios, these maps often acquire a “ball of fire” appearance. For audiences
in the United States, this extensive use of reddish hues can carry connotations of activity,
importance, and even danger (Madden et al. 2000, 97-98; Propen 2007, 243, 246; Tufte
1983). Thus, audiences may find filled-isoline maps of temperature change that feature
many reddish hues more attention grabbing and engaging than other, less colorful
presentations of temperature change.
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1.2.2 TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL ANALOGS
Like maps and visualizations, analogs have been suggested as a possible means of
overcoming some of the barriers to effective climate change communication. Analogs for
climate change are refined analogies for projected – but ultimately unknown – impacts
and adaptations to climate change (Jamieson 1988, 81). Analogs may be
temporal/historical (e.g., the Medieval Warm Period or 2003 European heat wave as
analogs for European climate change) or spatial/regional (e.g., the climate of present day
central Spain as an analog for the climate of Paris in 50 years) (Knight and Staneva 2004,
33). Analogs are grounded in real places and times, and therefore can provide a
verisimilitude and narrative depth impossible to achieve using output from general
circulation models (Glantz 1988, 3; Jamieson 1988, 82). Several authors have argued that
the depth of detail provided by analogs can help generate “moving stories” that aid
communication and motivate action by policy makers, and especially by the public
(Jamieson 1988, 82; Kopf et al. 2008). Accordingly, analogs may play a key role in
translating information that appeals to analytical processing (such as changes in the long
term average temperatures) into information that appeals to experiential processing (such
as accounts of direct or vicarious experiences with existing or past climates; Marx et al.
2007). Analogs may also help combat discounting, particularly in cases where the
audience has direct experience of the region and time frame being used as an analog for
future climate change.
However, analogs may not always address the problem of discounting. For
example, the Medieval Warm Period would likely be seen as so temporally and culturally
distant from modern Europe that its use as an analog could accentuate discounting
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effects. Analogical reasoning about climate change also faces other challenges. Jamieson
(1988, 87-8) notes that analogies can become strained if climate researchers ignore
differences and emphasize the points of similarity. Moreover, as Williams et al. (2007)
point out, climate change may create “novel” climates for which there are no present-day
analogs.
While the review of the literature did not reveal any surveys or other empirical
measures of spatial analogs’ ability to improve climate change communication, I did find
empirical support for the communicative effectiveness of a similar method for
communicating climate change: maps of projected shifts in Köppen climate zones. Like
spatial-analog maps, maps of shifting climate zones use analogy to provide a richer
narrative about climate change than would be possible using model output alone; as
climate zones shift, map viewers are led to consider what a move towards a climate zone
previously experienced in other locations might mean for them. In Jylha et al. (2010),
maps of projected shifts in European Köppen climate zones were presented to online
survey respondents through the website of the Finnish Meteorological Institute. The
researchers found that respondents understood the maps fairly well: on average, 86% of
respondents answered each of thirteen questions about the maps correctly; moreover,
80.7% thought the maps were “an effective tool to visualize projections of climate
change” (id., 155). Moreover, when asked to “select the area where the current climate
most closely resembles the projected future climate of central Finland” – a question
which explicitly relied on analogical reasoning – 88.6% of respondents answered
correctly (id., 159). This suggests that the public may have an intuitive understanding of
analogical presentations of climate change, including spatial-analog maps.
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1.3

Purpose and research questions
The potential benefits of both graphical depictions and analogs for the

communication of climate change may be combined in one method: spatial-analog
mapping. Kopf et al. claim that their maps of spatial analogs for climate change in 12
European cities have significant communication value in light of their use “in teaching
and in European popular science and mass media” (Kopf et al. 2008, 914). However, the
effectiveness of spatial-analog mapping in promoting understanding of and engagement
with climate change information has yet to be compared with the effectiveness of other
means of presenting the same climate change information, including filled-isoline
mapping and plain text.
The purpose of this thesis is, therefore, to assess whether maps of spatial analogs
for climate change are an effective means of overcoming the difficulties in
communicating climate change information that I have described above. To simplify the
research design, I consider only one aspect of climate change – projected increases and
decreases in temperature – and one spatial analog. Accordingly, this thesis develops
preliminary answers to the following questions:
•

Are climate change data easier to understand and more engaging if they
are presented using spatial-analog maps as opposed to filled-isoline maps?

•

Are these data more or less understandable or engaging when presented
using only text, only mapping, or both maps and text?

Based on the review of the literature, I expect to find that spatial-analog
presentations are easier to understand and more engaging than temperature-change
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presentations. I also expect to find that presentations with maps will be easier to
understand and more engaging than text-only presentations, and that the effects of dual
coding will make presentations that combine maps and text more understandable and
engaging than presentations of maps or text alone. Due to limited time and resources,
these research questions compare only a handful of the many different ways of
communicating climate change information. However, since spatial analogs are usually
communicated using maps or text, and filled-isoline maps are a popular choice for
mapping climate change, the research design should cover many of the likely alternatives
to spatial-analog mapping.
The research questions are addressed by surveying a convenience sample of
residents from Pennsylvania’s Centre Region. In addition to its accessibility from Penn
State’s University Park Campus, the Centre Region is also a suitable study area. Given its
distance from readily apparent climate threats (e.g., sea level rise), it is likely to be a
place where significant discounting is evident (Brody et al. 2008); thus I may be able to
determine whether the methods help to reduce this discounting. The Centre Region’s
proximity to Penn State University also means that it has been the subject of past surveys
on climate change perceptions, to which the results of the study could be compared (see,
e.g., O’Connor et al. 2002).

1.4

Thesis overview
The remainder of this thesis presents, implements, and assesses the results of a

methodology for testing the research questions. Chapter 2 describes the survey methods
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used to assess understanding and engagement among Centre Region residents, including
a section-by-section overview of the survey, a description of how it was administered,
and a summary of how the temperature and analog projections used in the survey were
created. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 present the results of this survey. Chapter 3 summarizes the
sample characteristics – including demographics and form assignment – and discusses
how responses were coded and aggregated for later analysis. Chapter 4 uses bar graphs,
chi-square tests of independence, and correlation coefficients to describe the relationship
between assignment to different survey forms and respondents’ expectations about
temperature change, harm or benefit to lifestyle and finances, and impacts on purchasing
decisions and outdoor activities. Chapter 5 develops logistic regression models that
provide more detailed analysis of the relationships first explored in Chapter 4. In chapter
6, I discuss the significance of these relationships for understanding and engagement, and
offer answers to the research questions. Chapter 7 presents the conclusions, a reflection
on their limitations, and possibilities for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS

The review of the literature revealed that while several authors had suggested that
spatial analogs would make regional climate projections more understandable and
engaging, this claim had not been tested. In this chapter, I review the methodology I
developed to test this claim. I also discuss the methods that I developed to test the related
claim that climate projections are more understandable and engaging when presented
using maps rather than text. As discussed in the literature review, this second claim has
some support from earlier research. Because similar methods were used to test both
claims, I hoped that results supporting the communicative efficacy of maps would
buttress the credibility of the results for the efficacy of spatial analogs.
A survey of Centre Region residents was used to test these claims; a brief
overview of this survey follows. The survey depicted one climate model’s projection of
temperature change in the Centre Region in six different ways. Specifically, each of six
different survey forms: (1) described temperature change in the Centre Region in terms of
either a simple change in temperature or a spatial analog representative of this
temperature change; and (2) presented this information using text, maps, or both text and
maps. Respondents were randomly assigned to one of the six survey forms; I used
random assignment so that I could assess the effects of each of the six survey forms on
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respondents’ opinions about temperature change in the Centre Region.1 All six forms of
the questionnaire asked a series of questions designed to assess both respondents’
understanding of the sign and magnitude of the temperature change depicted, and their
level of personal engagement with this information. The survey was designed to test the
hypothesis that there would be a relationship between the treatment group to which a
respondent was assigned and that respondent’s assessed level of understanding and
engagement.
The remainder of this chapter provides additional detail about how this survey
was designed and administered. The chapter opens with a section-by-section overview of
the survey that describes what was included in the survey, where it was included relative
to other content, and why it was included there. The next section describes how the
survey was administered to Centre Region residents, including sampling considerations.
The final two sections provide additional information about how the six different versions
of the climate projection presented in the survey were formulated, including descriptions
of the climate data and mapping methods used.

2.1

Survey design and questions
In preparing the questions, I adhered to many of the principles of the “Tailored

Design Method” set forth in Dillman (2007), including: only asking questions that require
an answer, using simple words, and keeping questions short; including options for neutral
1

Throughout this thesis, I will refer to the set of respondents assigned to each survey form as a
treatment group; the treatment applied to each group is the survey’s presentation of a scientific
projection of Centre Region temperature change using one of the six methods described above.
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responses; keeping answer categories and question stems balanced; and ensuring that
response categories are mutually exclusive. Responses to all questions were optional. The
survey was piloted to ensure that it would take no more than 15 minutes to complete.
Table 2.1 provides an overview of the sections of the questionnaire; sections are listed in
order and include a description of the content, format, and number of questions asked in
that section. Color coding is used to indicate whether a section was administered to
respondents before or after the experimental treatment was applied; i.e., before or after
the presentation of one of the six scientific projections of temperature change in the
Centre Region. A copy of the full survey – including all questions asked in each of the six
survey forms – is available as Appendix A.

2.1.1 SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION, CONSENT, AND FORM ASSIGNMENT
The questionnaire began with a brief introduction, including a title, my name, the
Penn State name and logo, and instructions for respondents. Among other things,
respondents were advised that the questions were designed to be answered in order from
start to finish, and therefore were asked not to use their browser’s back button while
taking the survey.2 Potential participants were then presented with a consent form that
required them to indicate that they were at least 18 years old, had read the consent form,
and agreed to participate in the survey. After consenting, each participant was randomly

2

JavaScript was used throughout the survey to track how many times respondents had visited a
page; using the back or reload buttons would increment a counter stored as an answer to a dummy
question. A respondent with high counter values would be suspected of using their browser’s
back or reload values frequently throughout the survey, potentially invalidating their responses.
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Table 2.1: Questionnaire sections, in order of appearance
Section 1
Section 2
Section 3a
Section 3b

Section 4
Section 5a
Section 5b

Section 6

Section 7

Content
Introduction (title, name, affiliation,
and instructions); consent form;
random assignment to treatment groups
Questions about climate change beliefs
and feelings
Respondent’s prediction of sign and
magnitude of temperature change in
Centre Region (pre-treatment)
Respondent’s prediction of spatial
analog for future Centre Region
temperatures (pre-treatment, spatialanalog survey forms only)
Depiction of temperature change in
Centre Region; mode of presentation
varies for each of six treatment groups
Respondent’s prediction of sign and
magnitude of temperature change in
Centre Region (post-treatment)
Respondent’s prediction of spatial
analog for future Centre Region
temperatures (post-treatment, spatialanalog survey forms only)
Questions about engagement with
depiction of temperature change

Questions about demographics

Pre-treatment
Post-treatment

Number & Type of Questions
NA
Five Likert scale questions
One Likert scale question and one
temperature-change scale question
One analog selection question
(spatial-analog survey forms only)
NA
One Likert scale question and one
temperature-change scale question
One analog selection question
(spatial-analog survey forms only)
Four Likert scale questions
assessing benefit/harm to lifestyle
and finances; eight Likert scale
questions assessing perceived
impacts on purchasing decisions
and everyday activities
Nine to thirteen multiple choice
and numerical input questions
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assigned to one of the six treatment groups. Assignment was invisible to respondents and
was determined using a random integer from one to six generated using a hidden
JavaScript.

2.1.2 SECTION 2: QUESTIONS ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE BELIEFS AND FEELINGS
The introduction was followed by the first section of questions, which asked
respondents about their beliefs and feelings regarding climate change. Here respondents
used a Likert scale to indicate their level of agreement or disagreement with five
statements about climate change. Statements evaluated by respondents included: “The
climate appears to be changing more rapidly now than it was 100 years ago”; “Concern
about climate change is exaggerated”; and “Climate change is a serious problem that
requires urgent action.” The content and format of these questions were informed by
questions from prior climate change surveys of U.S. adults, such as those conducted by
Gallup, Inc., the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press, and cooperatively by
the George Mason University Center for Climate Change Communication and the Yale
Project on Climate Change. To avoid anchoring effects, I attempted to balance statements
that indicate high engagement or concern about climate change with statements that
indicate low engagement or concern.3
I had two reasons for opening with these questions. First, I wanted to establish a
baseline measure of respondents’ feelings and beliefs about climate change before

3

Anchoring describes a process whereby the exposure to one stimulus affects how one
subsequently perceives and responds to another stimulus (Wilson 1996, Nicholls 1999). For
example, biasing the statements in section 2 of the questionnaire towards a skeptical or alarmist
perspective could lead respondents to apply this perspective to the remainder of the questionnaire.
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exposing them to the experimental stimuli, i.e., the maps and/or text describing climate
change in the Centre Region. Second, following Dillman (2007), I believed that opening
with questions that are applicable to everyone, easy to answer, interesting, and clearly
connected to the topic of the questionnaire would help improve response rates.

2.1.3 SECTION 3: RESPONDENTS’ PRE-TREATMENT PREDICTIONS OF
TEMPERATURE CHANGE

Before viewing a scientific projection of temperature change in the Centre Region
(see section 4), all respondents were asked to complete two or three questions about how
they expected average temperatures in the Centre Region to change over approximately
the next 50 years. Respondents were asked these questions before being presented with a
scientific projection of temperature change so that their “pre-treatment” responses could
be compared with their “post-treatment” responses to the same questions. Some of these
questions were presented in different ways for different treatment groups to balance the
use of graphics and interactivity across groups. Moreover, some questions were presented
exclusively to treatment groups that saw a spatial-analog depiction of temperature change
in the next section of the survey; these questions allowed respondents to offer their own
prediction of spatial-analog location before being presented with a spatial analog based
on a scientific projection of temperature change.
Section 3a asked all respondents to predict the sign and magnitude of temperature
change in the Centre Region, first on a subjective scale, and then in terms of a change in
degrees Fahrenheit. Before asking any questions about temperature change in the Centre
Region, respondents were shown a map of the Centre Region to familiarize them with its
location (Figure 2.1). The first question in this section asked respondents to complete the
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Figure 2.1: Location of the Centre Region
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following sentence: “I believe that average Centre Region temperatures in 2041-2070
will be _______ than average Centre Region temperatures in 1971-2000.” To ensure
comparability across treatment groups, all respondents were asked this question in the
same way. Respondents’ answered on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from “much
colder” to “much warmer.” Because of the subjectivity inherent in using this scale to
measure expected temperature change, I also asked respondents to match their subjective
prediction with an expected change in temperature in degrees Fahrenheit. Respondents
from different treatment groups used different methods to indicate their predicted change
in degrees Fahrenheit. Respondents who were assigned to the four treatment groups that
presented temperature change using a spatial analog or only text answered this question
by pairing their subjective prediction with one of nine 2° F temperature classes. For
example, a respondent that selected a subjective temperature change of “somewhat
warmer” might have chosen an absolute temperature change of “2-4° F warmer.”
Respondents who were assigned to the two treatment groups that presented temperature
change using filled-isoline maps answered the question by clicking to place a red “X” on
a graphical scale that ranged from six degrees colder to six degrees warmer (Figure 2.2).
The pixel coordinates of the locations that respondents marked with red Xs were recorded
and then translated back into temperature-change values during the recoding process.
Section 3b of the survey was only presented to respondents who were randomly
assigned to one of the three treatment groups that were shown spatial analogs for
temperature change in the Centre Region. Before seeing a spatial analog based on a
scientific projection of temperature change, these respondents were asked to select a
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Figure 2.2: Clickable °F scale for prediction of change in temperature (prediction
indicated by clicking to place a red “X” ( ) on scale)
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spatial analog that matched their predicted change in Centre Region temperatures.
Respondents who were subsequently presented with only a textual description of the
location of the scientifically selected spatial analog made their analog prediction by
selecting from a drop-down menu the U.S. state or Canadian province where they
believed the analog would be located. Respondents who were subsequently presented
with a map showing the location of the scientifically selected spatial analog made their
analog prediction by clicking to place a red “X” on a map at their predicted analog
location (Figure 2.3). The pixel coordinates of the location where the X was placed were
then converted to latitude and longitude coordinates using the known latitude and
longitude of State College, the bearing and distance of the X-location from State College,
and the spherical law of cosines.4 Table 2.2 summarizes the questions asked in sections
3a and b for each of the six survey forms.

2.1.4 SECTION 4: DEPICTION OF TEMPERATURE CHANGE IN THE CENTRE
REGION
After being asked to make these predictions, respondents were shown maps
and/or text describing temperature change in the Centre Region in terms of either a
simple change in temperature or a spatial analog that is representative of this change in
temperature. As shown in Table 2.3, this section of the questionnaire depicted
temperature change in six different ways, one for each treatment group. Three of the

4

Conversion was performed in Microsoft Excel using formulas published under an attributiononly creative commons license. See http://www.movable-type.co.uk/scripts/latlong.html. © 20022010 Chris Veness.
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Figure 2.3: Clickable map for prediction of spatial-analog location (prediction
indicated by clicking to place a red “X” ( ) on map)
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Table 2.2: Questions in survey sections 3 and 5, by treatment group
QUESTIONS

TREATMENT GROUPS

SECTIONS 3a & 5a
Prediction of Prediction of Prediction of
change in
change in
change in
temperature temperature temperature
on subjective on °F scale
on °F scale
scale
(dropdown
(clickable
menu)
scale)
Text
describing
change in
temperature
Map of
change in
temperature
Text & map
describing
change in
temperature
Text
describing
spatial
analog
Map of
spatial
analog
Text & map
describing
spatial
analog

X

SECTIONS 3b & 5b
Prediction Prediction
of spatial- of spatialanalog
analog
location
location
(dropdown (clickable
menu)
map)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Table 2.3: Six treatment groups, each assigned to a different version of the
survey
Change in Temperature
Text
Map
Text & map

Text describing change in
temperature (Form 1, Figure 2.4)
Map of change in temperature
(Form 2, Figure 2.5)
Text & map describing change in
temperature (Form 3, Figure 2.6)

Spatial Analog
Text describing spatial analog
(Form 4, Figure 2.7)
Map of spatial analog (Form 5,
Figure 2.8)
Text & map describing spatial
analog (Form 6, Figure 2.9)
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treatment groups were presented with a depiction of a simple change in temperature, and
three were presented with a depiction of temperature change in terms of a spatial analog.
Within each group of three, one was shown the temperature-change information using
only text, one was shown this information using only a map, and one was shown this
information using both text and maps. Figures 2.4 through 2.9 show how this
temperature-change information was presented to each of the six treatment groups.

2.1.5 SECTION 5: RESPONDENTS’ POST-TREATMENT PREDICTIONS OF
TEMPERATURE CHANGE

Immediately following this depiction of Centre Region temperature change,
respondents were asked to revisit their earlier predictions about temperature change.
Respondents from each treatment group were asked to provide updated answers to the
same set of questions that they answered in section 3 of the survey; see Table 2.2 for a
summary of the questions that were repeated for each treatment group. To mitigate
confusion and frustration, respondents were warned that they would be repeating several
questions from earlier in the survey and advised that the questions were being reprised so
that they could “answer again after seeing the scientific prediction of temperature
change.” Each question was altered slightly to remind respondents that they should
answer in light of the temperature projection presented in section 4. For example, the
question that asked respondents to use a subjective scale to predict how Centre Region
temperatures will change was reprised to note that respondents should refer to the
scientific projection of temperature change that appeared above the question when
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Figure 2.4: Survey form 1 – Text describing change in temperature

Figure 2.5: Survey form 2 – Map of change in temperature
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Figure 2.6: Survey form 3 – Text & map describing change in temperature
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Figure 2.7: Survey form 4 – Text describing spatial analog

Figure 2.8: Survey form 5 – Map of spatial analog
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Figure 2.9: Survey form 6 – Map & text describing spatial analog
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answering. (The updated version of the question read: “Use the above information to
complete the sentence: ‘Average Centre Region temperatures in 2041-2070 will be
_______ than average Centre Region temperatures in 1971-2000.’”) To help determine
the extent to which respondents answered based on the depiction of climate change first
presented to them in section 4, respondents were also asked to provide a brief description
of their reasons for choosing a particular spatial analog or range of temperature change.

2.1.6 SECTION 6: QUESTIONS ABOUT ENGAGEMENT WITH DEPICTION OF
TEMPERATURE CHANGE

Respondents were then asked a series of questions designed to assess their
cognitive, affective, and behavioral engagement with the depiction of temperature change
in the Centre Region first presented in section 4 of the questionnaire. To gauge cognitive
and affective engagement, I asked respondents the following question: “Over the next 60
years, how do you expect the above temperature prediction to affect your: well-being;
health; finances; energy costs.” For each of the areas affected, respondents answered on a
Likert scale ranging from “very harmful” to “very beneficial.” To gauge behavioral
engagement, I asked respondents the following question: “How large an impact do you
expect the above temperature prediction to have on your decision making for each of the
following activities over the next 60 years: Installing or upgrading air conditioning
systems; Installing or upgrading heating systems; Gardening; Purchasing clothing;
Purchasing winter sporting equipment; Purchasing summer sporting equipment;
Purchasing a car; Purchasing a home.” For each activity, respondents answered on a
Likert scale ranging from “No impact” to “Very large impact.” It was hypothesized that
respondents’ answers to these questions would be affected by both the treatment group to
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which they were assigned and their beliefs and feelings about climate change, as assessed
in section 2.

2.1.7 SECTION 7: QUESTIONS ABOUT DEMOGRAPHICS
The survey closed with a series of demographic questions. This section included
questions about: places and lengths of residence; age; gender; and referral information.
Because asking questions about potentially sensitive topics such as age can alienate
respondents (see Dillman 2007), the survey clearly indicated that answers to these
demographic questions are optional. It was hoped that the demographic information
collected would be helpful in four ways. First, as found in surveys on “Global Warming’s
Six Americas” (Maibach et al. 2009), many of these demographic factors are correlated
with different types and levels of understanding and engagement with climate change.
The data therefore allow me to see if the correlations found by other researchers hold for
my respondents. Second, information about places of residence – both past and present –
may be essential in assessing the effectiveness of spatial analogs in engendering
understanding and engagement among respondents. For example, I hypothesized that I
might find that those who do not live in the Centre Region year round, or were not born
in the region, were generally less concerned about changes to the region’s climate. I
might also find that those who had lived near the location of the spatial analog responded
significantly differently than those who had never lived near the spatial analog.5 Third, by
asking respondents to describe how they learned about the survey (including the name of
5

The residency information needed to address these questions was gathered by asking
respondents for their zip code of residence, as well as the names and lengths of residency for the
three U.S. states or Canadian provinces where they had lived the longest.
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the organization through which they received their invitation), I was able to identify –
and eliminate from analysis – respondents who stated that they had learned about the
survey through an unsanctioned channel. Fourth, since I did not take a random sample of
Centre Region residents, it was hoped that the answers to these questions would permit
comparison of respondents’ demographics with Census and American Community
Survey data for the Centre Region, thereby giving me a sense of the external validity of
the sample. The next section provides a detailed description of the sampling methods.

2.2

Survey sampling and implementation
Random sampling of Centre Region residents by mail survey was found to

be cost prohibitive. Instead, I developed multiple sample frames through contacts with
several citizen organizations in the Centre Region. The organizations that I approached
met three criteria: (1) they were headquartered or had a chapter in the Centre Region; (2)
their leadership had shown interest in climate change; and (3) their membership did not
join primarily due to concern about climate change. These criteria helped me locate
organizations that were interested in supporting my work, but had members whose views
on climate change were potentially quite diverse.
An online questionnaire was used to survey members of partner organizations.
Based on an estimated 2008 population for the Centre Region of 86,106 (Centre County
Planning and Community Development Office 2008), a 95% confidence interval, a
sampling error of plus-or-minus 5%, and a worst-case expected variation in answers (5050 split), I identified a target sample size of at least 382 individuals (Dillman 2007).
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Based on an assumption that approximately 20% of the responses I received would be
incomplete or invalid, I sought to enroll at least 478 respondents.

2.2.1 LOCATING PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS
I began the search for potential partner organizations by emailing hunting and
fishing organizations from the Centre County Government’s list of local conservation
groups (Centre County Planning and Community Development Office 2011). Because
members of these groups have shown interest in outdoor activities, I hypothesized that
they might find the climate change information presented in the survey to be particularly
relevant. For example, one such group, Trout Unlimited, has a State College chapter and
has published information expressing concern about the impact of climate change on
trout fisheries (Trout Unlimited 2011).
I also contacted several members of the Creation Care Coalition (CCC) of Centre
County (2011), a coalition of approximately fifteen State College area religious
congregations united by concern about climate change and other environmental issues. I
believed that surveying parishioners at a selection of these member congregations would
likely yield a sample with fairly high diversity in terms of age, gender, and political
ideology. Noting that the Centre County chapter of the United Nations Association of the
United States of America (UNA-USA; 2008) lists “building international consensus on
climate change” as one of six priority issues on its 2010 advocacy agenda (UNA-USA
2010), I also reached out to this organization. I speculated that adding UNA-USA as a
sample frame would provide a set of potential respondents with a strong tendency to see
climate change from an international perspective; I believed that this would serve as a
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counter balance to responses from groups such as Trout Unlimited, whose concerns about
climate change I expected to be more local. Moreover, by partnering with Penn State’s
Eco Action Club, I ensured that the sample would also include several students. Because
university students make up approximately one third of the 18-and-over population of the
State College area MSA (see U.S. Census Bureau 2009), I felt that it was important to
target them specifically with one of the sampling frames. Moreover, I speculated that
students may have fewer long-term attachments to the Centre Region than other potential
respondents, and may therefore be less likely to engage personally with the depictions of
climate change in the region.
Initial contact with each potential partner organization was made via email.
Several organizations asked me to present my research proposal to board members or
other officers before agreeing to participate. For a list of the eleven partner organizations
that agreed to participate, along with each organization’s number of potential
respondents, see Table 2.4.

2.2.2 ADMINISTERING THE SURVEY
The survey was administered using an online survey tool called LimeSurvey
(2011), a free, open-source survey package. I adapted this package to suit my needs using
a combination of JavaScript and the built-in survey administration tools. Most survey
design tasks in LimeSurvey can be accomplished via an easy-to-use graphical user
interface. For example, built-in templates made it easy to construct questions using more
than twenty formats, including Likert scales, rankings, and open-ended questions.
LimeSurvey supports the display of image files alongside survey questions, which
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Table 2.4: List of partner organizations by number of potential respondents
PARTNER ORGANIZATION
ClearWater Conservancy
Penn State Eco-Action Club
Unitarian Universalist
State College Bird Club
Trout Unlimited – Spring Creek Chapter
University Baptist and Brethren
Sierra Club, Moshannon Group
League of Women Voters
UNA-USA Centre County Chapter
Good Shepherd Catholic Church (Social Justice Group)
Penn State Center for Sustainability (Staff Only)
Total

POTENTIAL
RESPONDENTS*
1115
562
523
280
175
154
115
58
55
41
16
3094

* Number of potential respondents that were emailed survey invitations by partner organization.
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allowed me to present my isoline and spatial-analog maps to respondents. It also allows
for the conditional display of questions (question branching and logic); I customized this
feature using JavaScript to support random assignment of respondents to the six survey
forms. Access to the secure LimeSurvey server where respondents' data are stored
requires a user name and password; all data transmitted to or from the server are
protected using SSL encryption.
After obtaining approval from Penn State’s Institutional Review Board and each
partner organization's final agreement to participate, the partner organizations began
emailing survey recruitment materials to their members. On November 11, 2010, the
partner organizations sent their members a pre-notification email. (Dillman 2007, stresses
the importance of pre-notification and follow-up contacts in raising response rates.) This
pre-notification email informed members of the organizations that they would soon be
receiving an invitation to participate in a climate change survey being conducted by a
Penn State researcher. On December 2, the partner organizations emailed survey
invitations to their members. This email included a link that recipients could click to
begin the survey. Partner organizations were originally scheduled to send their members
a reminder email on December 9; however, the reminders were not sent out until
December 14 due to a delay in IRB approval for enrolling additional respondents. The
survey closed at midnight on Thursday, December 16.
Only individuals who were members of a partner organization were invited to
participate in the survey. The invitation email asked those who received multiple
invitations (because they are members of multiple partner organizations) to respond to
only one invitation. Invitation recipients were asked not to share the survey link that they
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received with anyone else. Answers submitted by participants who indicated that they
had heard about the survey through a source other than one of the 11 partner
organizations were deleted. Participants were also excluded if they indicated that they
were less than 18 years old. To consider the effects of discounting, participants that
indicated they lived outside of the Centre Region were not initially screened out of the
survey data. These participants presumably retained some connection to the Centre
Region through their affiliation with one of the partner organizations; by retaining their
responses, I was able to assess whether engagement with the projections of climate
change presented in the survey decreased with the distance of respondents’ residences
from the Centre Region. Copies of the pre-notification, invitation, and reminder emails
are included as Appendix B.

2.3

Climate data
Climate data for the selection of the spatial analog and for the construction of

filled-isoline maps of change in temperature were obtained from a regional climate model
run by the North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP).
The NARCCAP project drives regional climate models (such as the CRCM, ECPC,
HRM3, MM5I, RCM3, WRFP) with data from several general circulation models
(including the GFDL, CGCM3, HADCM3, CCSM, and NCEP). Model runs for several
combinations of these regional models and GCMs are available; when the survey was
being prepared in summer 2010, available combinations included CRCM-CGCM3,
HRM3-HADCM3, RCM3-CGCM3, and RCM3-GFDL. All model runs use the A2
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emissions scenario.6 Temperature data are available in three-hour intervals. Climate
change projections are available for 2041-2070; data from baseline runs are available for
1971-2000. Model output is available in NetCDF format and has a horizontal resolution
of 50 km. For a full description of the NARCCAP project, see Mearns et al. (2009).
NARCCAP’s model resolution is a reasonable fit for the dimensions of the Centre
Region, which is approximately 35 km by 20 km at its greatest extent. Moreover, its
NetCDF data format is compatible with open source command line computational tools
such as NetCDF Operator (NCO, see Zender 2011). For this project, three-hour gridded
temperature data from the CRCM-CGCM3, HRM3-HADCM3, RCM3-CGCM3, and
RCM3-GFDL models were downloaded for both the 1971-2000 and 2041-2070 periods.
NCO’s “ncra” (within-file averages) function was used to compute 30-year averages for
each grid cell; the “ncflint” function was then used to compute the differences between
these means and convert these differences into degrees Fahrenheit.

2.3.1 TEMPERATURE CHANGE MODELING
Once the grid values for change in temperature were computed, they were
mapped using NASA’s Panoply software, which was chosen because of its support for
NetCDF files (see Schmunk 2010). Temperature changes were mapped for all four of the
available model combinations (CRCM-CGCM3, HRM3-HADCM3, RCM3-CGCM3,
and RCM3-GFDL; Figures 2.10-2.13). Changes were mapped in degrees Fahrenheit
6

The A2 scenario was developed by the IPCC and is described in the Panel’s Special Report on
Emissions Scenarios (SRES) (Nakicenvoic et al. 2000). Under this scenario, continuous
population growth and steady but uneven technological and economic development lead to rapid
increases in the concentrations of greenhouse gases.
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Figure 2.10: Map of change in temperatures, CRCM-CGCM3

Figure 2.11: Map of change in temperatures, HRM3-HADCM3
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Figure 2.12: Map of change in temperatures, RCM3-CGCM3

Figure 2.13: Map of change in temperatures, RCM3-GFDL
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because this temperature scale is most familiar to U.S. audiences. As discussed below,
these maps were compared when selecting which model to use to generate the
temperature-change projections presented in the survey.

2.3.2 ANALOG MODELING
Spatial analogs are generally selected using metrics that capture both temperature
and moisture (see, e.g., Kopf et al. 2008). However, the spatial analog used for this
survey was chosen using only temperature information. Because the survey was designed
to present the same information in all six survey forms, the use of both temperature and
moisture to select the analog would have required the inclusion of information about
change in both temperature and precipitation in the other survey forms; it was decided
that this would overly complicate the survey design.
The Panoply software was also used to generate additional maps to aid in the
analog selection process. For each model, an isotherm equal to the projected average
temperature for the Centre Region from 2041-2070 was plotted against a map of average
North American temperatures for 1971-2000 (the baseline model run). The resulting
isotherms show locations where modeled temperatures in 1971-2000 are equal to
projected Centre Region temperatures in 2041-2070; these are the possible spatial-analog
locations for each model. Figures 2.14-2.17 show these maps.
2.3.3 SELECTION OF CLIMATE MODEL AND ANALOG LOCATION
The climate model and spatial-analog location used in the survey were chosen to
maximize the apparent change in Centre Region temperatures. By displaying only the
most dramatic changes, I anticipated that any differences in the ability of the different
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Figure 2.14: Map of potential analog locations (green line), CRCM-CGCM3

Figure 2.15: Map of potential analog locations (green line), HRM3-HADCM3
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Figure 2.16: Map of potential analog locations (green line), RCM3-CGCM3

Figure 2.17: Map of potential analog locations (green line), RCM3-GFDL
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survey forms to generate engagement would be magnified, and therefore easier to detect.
After studying the maps of temperature change (Figures 2.10-2.13) and potential analog
locations (Figures 2.14-2.17) generated for each model, I chose the output from the
CRCM-CGCM3 model for use in the survey. Unlike the other models, this model’s
temperature-change maps showed a large area near the Centre Region where
temperatures were projected to be more than 5° F warmer (Figure 2.10, Table 2.5).
Moreover, only the CRCM-CGCM3 and HRM3-HADCM3 models extended the
isotherm of potential spatial-analog locations into western North Carolina; in the other
two models the isotherm only reaches western Virginia.
Spatial analogs rely in part on the understanding that climates that are closer to
the equator tend to be warmer than those that are further from the equator (Kopf et al.
2008, 911). Because of my belief that the respondents would rely on this schema and my
desire to maximize the apparent change in temperature, preference was given to more
southerly potential analog locations. The map of potential spatial-analog locations for the
CRCM-CGCM3 model (Figure 2.14) was used to identify three cities close to the
southern-most portion of the best-fit spatial-analog line. Projected temperatures for the
Centre Region were then compared with baseline temperatures for each possible spatialanalog city. NARCCAP provides high-resolution PDFs of the grid point maps for each
climate model; these were used to find the array indices for both the Centre Region and
the potential analog cities. NCO’s “ncks” command was then used to find temperature
values for these array indices under the CRCM-CGCM3 model (2041-2070 projected
values for the Centre Region, and 1971-2000 baseline values for the potential analog
cities). These temperature values are displayed in Table 2.6. Because it was the most
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Table 2.5: Projected change in Centre Region temperatures, 1971-2000 to 20412070, all models
Model name
CRCM-CGCM3
HRM3-HADCM3
RCM3-CGCM3
RCM3-GFDL

Temperature change, ° F
5.05
4.93
4.62
4.15
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Table 2.6: Comparison of projected temperatures in Centre Region and baseline
temperatures in potential analog cities, CRCM-CGCM3 model
Potential analog city
Asheville, NC
Blacksburg, VA
Charleston, WV

Average temperatures for
baseline period (1971-2000)
282.48 K
282.82 K
283.42 K

Difference from projected
Centre Region temperatures
(282.62 K, 2041-2070)
-0.14 K
0.20 K
0.79 K
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southerly potential analog location, and also had baseline temperatures that were the most
similar to the projected Centre Region temperatures, Asheville, North Carolina was
chosen as the spatial-analog location for the survey.

2.4

Map design
When designing the maps, I drew on literature from cartography, psychology, and

the visualization of climate change. Both the filled-isoline maps of change in temperature
and the spatial-analog map were prepared using Panoply, with finishing touches applied
in other graphics programs. To maintain balance, each form of the questionnaire that
included maps devoted the same amount of screen space to mapped information.

2.4.1 MAP PROJECTION
As noted in Brewer (2006), the use of an inappropriate map projection can distort
a map’s shape in a way that interferes with the audience’s understanding of the
information depicted on the map. All climate projection maps used in the survey were
produced using an azimuthal equidistant projection centered on the Centre Region. This
projection preserves both angles and distances from the center point (ESRI 2008). These
were desirable properties for the spatial-analog maps, which were designed to draw on
the association of the bearing of the analog from the Centre Region with the sign of
temperature change, and the distance of the analog from the Centre Region with the
magnitude of temperature change. Distortion of shape and area were minimized near the
Center Region and increased towards the edges of the maps; even at the edges of the
maps, scale distortion did not exceed 1.2 percent (ESRI 2008).
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For the filled-isoline maps, an equal area projection probably would have been the
most appropriate, since distortions in the relative areas covered by the bands of color
(indicating different changes in temperature) can skew audience understanding of the
magnitude of the temperature change depicted. However, because distortion of area was
minimal in the area of greatest interest (the Centre Region), and because the use of
different projections for different survey forms could have biased the results, the same
azimuthal equidistant projection was also used for the filled-isoline maps of temperature
change.
To avoid biasing the direction of respondents’ analog predictions, the maps used a
circular extent of 13 degrees. This extent was chosen to include the selected spatial
analog (Asheville, NC) and surrounding U.S. states, as well as an equivalent area of U.S.
states and Canadian provinces north of the Centre Region. This extent was also chosen
because it was judged to be small enough to be personally relevant to Centre Region
residents, but large enough to show some variation in change in temperature on the filledisoline maps, while also allowing respondents to select from a suitably large set of analog
options.

2.4.2 FILLED-ISOLINE MAPS OF CHANGE IN TEMPERATURE
Design of the filled-isoline maps of change in temperature followed many of the
principles for effective cartographic design and communication set forth in Brewer
(2006). Accordingly, the filled-isoline maps of change in temperature were developed
using a diverging color scheme; lighter, less saturated colors represented smaller absolute
changes in temperature, while darker, more saturated colors represented larger absolute
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changes. In line with conventions from weather maps, the maps of change in temperature
used a blue (cooler) to red (warmer) scheme; this scheme is suitable for viewing by colorblind individuals. Also similar to weather mapping, each data class encompassed an equal
change in temperature. Map design also accounted for the difficulties that viewers can
have when attempting to distinguish more than seven color classes, particularly when
viewed on a laptop LCD screen (Brewer 2006, S29). Each half of the diverging scheme
used to depict changes in temperature was limited to six color classes; this was a matter
of particular concern because I was not able to control the computer hardware on which
respondents viewed the maps. Figure 2.6 depicts the final version of the filled-isoline
map of change in Centre Region temperatures.

2.4.3 SPATIAL-ANALOG MAPS
The spatial-analog map was modeled on the Union of Concerned Scientists’ map
of “Migrating Climates,” as depicted in their report, Climate Change in Pennsylvania
(Figure 2.18). Thus, I used an arrow and dates on a map of the eastern United States to
depict the Centre Region’s projected future climate as analogous to the present-day
climate of Asheville, NC. Figure 2.8 depicts the final version of the spatial-analog map
for temperature change in the Centre Region.

2.4.4

PRINCIPLES FOR DUAL CODING

To ensure that the two questionnaire forms that combined maps and text
communicated this information as effectively as possible, I implemented dual coding
principles for integrating text and visuals. Based on a survey of dual coding literature,
Schnotz (2002, 114-15) suggests that the textual and visual information presented should,
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Figure 2.18: Map of “Migrating Climates” (Union of Concerned Scientists 2008)
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among other things, be “coherent with some semantic overlap”; be presented
simultaneously; and activate “thematically related prior knowledge.” The survey forms
that included both maps and text attempted to adhere to these principles (see Figures 2.6
and 2.9). These survey forms presented the mapped and textual information
simultaneously, with the text immediately adjacent to the frame of the map space. I also
presented this information in a way that I believed would activate the mental schema
associated with either everyday experiences with weather maps and reports (for
depictions of change in temperature) or with other climates in the United States (for
depictions of spatial analogs). By asking respondents questions about their understanding
of these depictions immediately after they were presented, I hoped to ensure that these
mental schema were activated.

2.5

Summary
Through random assignment to one of six different survey forms, I was able to

test whether spatial analogs and maps make climate projections more understandable and
engaging. Data from NARCCAP provided a plausible temperature-change projection,
allowing me to construct six different sets of text and graphics that described how
temperatures in the Centre Region will change by mid-century. Finally, the use of
Panoply mapping software and an azimuthal equidistant projection allowed me to
develop maps for the spatial-analog and change-in-temperature survey forms that were
both attractive and functional. The next chapter assesses how effective the survey design
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and recruitment methods were in generating responses, and describes how the responses I
did receive were prepared for additional analysis.
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CHAPTER 3
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS AND PREPARATORY ANALYSIS

This chapter presents preliminary analysis of data collected using the survey
methods outlined in Chapter 2. To delimit the conclusions that will be drawn from these
data, the chapter begins with a summary of the demographic characteristics of the
sample, and a comparison of these characteristics with those of the population of the
Centre Region. This is followed by a section that describes how survey response data was
prepared for analysis, including data aggregation and coding. A final section summarizes
these results.

3.1

Sample characteristics
Of the 565 responses to the survey, 444 valid responses were retained for

analysis. I eliminated 95 responses because they were incomplete. A response was
marked as incomplete if the respondent did not reach the end of the survey and click the
“submit” button. Responses that were complete but omitted answers to some questions
were retained. I flagged 25 additional responses as uninvited and eliminated them. A
response was flagged as uninvited if the respondent indicated that he or she had heard
about the survey through a source other than one of the 11 partner organizations (e.g.,
“the Internet” or “a friend”). Responses that indicated generic referral sources such as
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“email” or “from several local organizations” were retained. One response was flagged as
corrupt and eliminated because the respondent’s answers appeared to have been assigned
to the wrong questions. The number of total, incomplete, uninvited, corrupt, and valid
responses is summarized in Table 3.1.
The 444 valid responses met the target sample size of at least 382 individuals (see
Chapter 2). Random assignment of the respondents to survey forms appears to have
functioned correctly, with the percentage of respondents assigned to each of the six
survey forms ranging from 13.3% to 19.4% (Table 3.2). This compares favorably to the
16.7% of respondents that would have been assigned to each form if respondents had
been divided evenly into six groups.
While this set of valid responses was sufficiently large to draw inferences about
the population of the Centre Region, a comparison of the demographics of the
respondents and those of all Centre Region residents suggests that the sample was not
representative of Centre Region residents (see Table 3.2). Although the nearly 50-50 split
in the gender of respondents was similar to that of the Centre Region, the age of
respondents skewed significantly older than would be expected in a representative
sample, with 57.6% of respondents indicating that they were between the ages of 35 and
64 years (compared to 23.4% of Centre Region residents), and 28.3% indicating that they
were 65 or older (compared to 8.7% for the Centre Region). Responses indicated that
91.4% of respondents lived in the Centre Region; only 2.7% of respondents indicated
both that they did not currently live in the Centre Region and that they had never lived in
the Centre Region for more than one year.
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Table 3.1: Valid responses (total responses minus incomplete, uninvited, and
corrupt responses)
Total Responses
565
Incomplete Responses
95
Uninvited Responses
25
Corrupt Responses
1
Valid Responses
444
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Table 3.2: Frequency of sample characteristics by treatment group, expressed
using percentage (raw total)
GROUP
SIZE

TREATMENT GROUPS

Text
describing
change in
temperature
Map of
change in
temperature
Map and text
describing
change in
temperature
Text
describing
spatial
analog
Map of
spatial
analog
Map and text
describing
spatial
analog
TOTAL, ALL
GROUPS

TOTAL,
CENTRE
REGION*

Gender,
female

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS***
Gender, Age, 18- Age, 35- Age, 65
male
34 years 64 years years
and
over

Not
Current
Centre
Region
Resident**

16.9 (75)

50.7
(36)

49.3
(35)

27.0
(20)

58.1
(43)

14.9
(11)

8.0
(6)

17.6 (78)

56.0
(42)

44.0
(33)

15.8
(12)

63.2
(48)

21.1
(16)

11.5
(9)

19.4 (86)

50.0
(41)

50.0
(41)

12.0
(10)

62.7
(52)

25.3
(21)

8.1
(7)

16.0 (71)

44.8
(30)

55.2
(37)

20.3
(14)

52.2
(36)

27.5
(19)

7.0
(5)

16.9 (75)

48.6
(35)

51.4
(37)

15.1
(11)

56.2
(41)

28.8
(21)

5.3
(4)

13.3 (59)

51.9
(28)

48.1
(26)

22.8
(13)

50.9
(29)

26.3
(15)

11.9
(7)

100.0
(444)
Expected
size, each
group:
16.7 (74)

50.4
(212 of
421)

49.6
(209 of
421)

18.5
(80)

57.6
(249)

23.8
(103)

8.6
(38)

100
(85725)

49.4
(42362)

50.6
(43363)

54.8
(46980)

23.4
(20080)

8.7
(7488)

NA

*Source: 2005-2009 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
** 26 of 38 (68.4% percent) of individuals who indicated that they were not currently Centre
Region residents also indicated that they had previously resided in the Centre Region for at least
1 year.
*** Blank responses were excluded from totals when calculating percentages.!
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Given the chosen sampling approach, the overrepresentation of older respondents
relative to the Centre Region is not surprising. With the exception of the Penn State Eco
Action club, the participating partner organizations were not organized as student
organizations, and likely contain primarily non-student residents of the Centre Region.
On average, these non-student residents are likely older than the students who reside in
the Centre Region. (Demographic information for the partner organizations was not
available to verify this conjecture.) Moreover, as shown in Table 3.3, the response rate of
4.9% for the Penn State Eco Action Club was much lower than the rates for other partner
organizations, which ranged from 12.5 to 26.8%.

3.2

Preparatory data analysis, aggregation, and coding
Following this initial assessment of the sample characteristics, the data were

prepared for additional statistical analysis. A statistics software package was chosen,
based in part on its ability to analyze ordinal-level survey data. Responses to several
survey questions were combined into aggregate scores for certain sample characteristics.
Finally, the two methods that respondents used to predict changes in temperature were
compared, and a preferred method was selected for use in later regression analysis.

3.2.1 SELECTION OF STATISTICS SOFTWARE PACKAGE
All survey data were exported from LimeSurvey in Microsoft Excel format and
then imported to SPSS (PASW Statistics Release 18.0.0) for analysis. Statistical methods
that respect the ordinal or categorical nature of much of the survey data were used; SPSS
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Table 3.3: Response rate by organization, valid responses only
PARTNER
ORGANIZATION
ClearWater Conservancy
Penn State Eco-Action
Club
Unitarian Universalist
State College Bird Club
Trout Unlimited – Spring
Creek Chapter
University Baptist and
Brethren
Sierra Club, Moshannon
Group
League of Women Voters
UNA-USA Centre County
Chapter
Good Shepherd Catholic
Church (Social Justice
Group)
Penn State Center for
Sustainability (Staff Only)
Unknown***
Total

POTENTIAL
RESPONDENTS*
1115

ACTUAL
RESPONDENTS**
185

RESPONSE
RATE (%)
16.6
4.9

562
523
280

26
80
35

15.3
12.5

175

33

18.9

154

20

13.0

115
58

16
8

13.9
13.8

55

7

12.7

41

11

26.8

16
NA
3094

4
36
444

25.0
NA
14.4
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provides several non-parametric methods that are suitable for the analysis of these types
of data. Following Johnson (1999), I assumed that answers to Likert scale survey
questions were measured on an ordinal scale. For example, for responses to the subjective
pre- and post-treatment temperature prediction questions, the following relationship was
assumed: “much colder” < “colder” < “somewhat colder” < “neither warmer nor colder”
< “somewhat warmer” < “warmer” < “much warmer.” However, because the cognitive
distance between these categories was unlikely to be uniform across either the scale or
respondents, I did not assume that these categories were on an underlying interval scale.
Thus, the difference between “somewhat colder” and “much colder” was not assumed to
be equal to the difference between “warmer” and “neither warmer nor colder.”

3.2.2 AGGREGATION AND CODING OF PRE-TREATMENT MEASURES OF CLIMATE
CHANGE BELIEFS AND FEELINGS AND POST-TREATMENT MEASURES OF
ENGAGEMENT

I developed aggregate scores for each of three survey sections that used multiple
questions to measure a single sample characteristic: the five pre-treatment Likert scale
questions assessing beliefs and feelings about climate change; the four post-treatment
Likert scale questions assessing benefit/harm to lifestyle and finances; and the eight posttreatment Likert scale questions assessing perceived impacts on purchasing decisions and
outdoor activities. These aggregate scores were developed so that statistical tests could
measure the relationship between these characteristics and other characteristics measured
by the survey.
Before aggregating scores for these three survey sections, answers were recoded
so that the direction of the ordinal relationship was preserved across questions. For
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example, respondents’ levels of agreement with the statements “Concern about climate
change is exaggerated” and “Climate change is a serious problem that requires urgent
action” were both initially coded on the same scale, which assigned a score of “1” to
“Disagree Strongly” and a score of “7” to “Agree Strongly.” I decided that higher scores
should indicate a higher level of concern about climate change, and therefore recoded
responses to the first statement so that a score of “7” was assigned to “Disagree Strongly”
and a score of “1” was assigned to “Agree Strongly.” Responses to other questions were
similarly recoded.

!

Following recoding, I performed a principal components analysis to confirm that
the questions in each of the three survey sections did in fact measure one and only one
characteristic of the sample. Rather than use a traditional principal components analysis,
a categorical principal components analysis (CATPCA) was performed. CATPCA is
similar to traditional PCA, but is better suited for use with categorical or ordinal
variables. The CATPCA was performed twice, once for the pre-treatment survey section
assessing beliefs and feelings about climate change, and once for the two post-treatment
survey sections measuring engagement (one assessing benefit/harm to lifestyle and
finances, and one assessing perceived impacts on purchasing decisions and outdoor
activities). Cronbach’s alpha – a test for internal consistency that measures how well the
score for each question correlates with the sum of the scores for the remaining questions
– was then run to confirm that the groups of questions developed using CATPCA all
measure the same concept.
The results of the CATPCA for the pre-treatment survey section assessing beliefs
and feelings about climate change show that the first component explained nearly 72% of
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the variance, while the second component explained less than 12% (Tables 3.4 and 3.5).
Moreover, all questions in this section loaded strongly on the first component. Only one
question also loaded strongly on the second component; however, this question loaded
more strongly on the first component than the second. Collectively, these items had a
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.890, which is higher than the 0.7 level generally required to
establish internal consistency (Nunnally 1978). Accordingly, the assumption that all
questions in this section primarily measured a single sample characteristic was warranted.
Tables 3.6 and 3.7 present the results of the CATPCA for the two post-treatment
survey sections measuring engagement. The first component accounted for almost 42%
of the variance, the second for about 24%, and the third for about 8%. While all questions
from both sections loaded fairly strongly on the first component, questions from the
section assessing perceived impacts on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities loaded
more highly on this component than did questions from the section assessing
benefit/harm to lifestyle and finances. Moreover, questions from the section assessing
benefit/harm to lifestyle and finances loaded very strongly on the second component,
while questions from the section assessing perceived impacts on purchasing decisions
and outdoor activities only loaded very weakly on the second component. Neither of the
two sections had questions that loaded strongly on the third component. Questions from
the section assessing benefit/harm to lifestyle and finances had a Cronbach’s alpha of
0.887, while questions from the section assessing perceived impacts on purchasing
decisions and outdoor activities had a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.884; both groups of
questions were thus found to be internally consistent. I therefore concluded that each of
the two sections primarily measured a unique characteristic of the sample.
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Table 3.4: Model Summary, CATPCA for 5 pre-treatment items measuring
concern about climate change
!
Model Summary
Variance
Accounted For
(%)

Dimension

Cronbach's
Alpha

Total
(Eigenvalue)

1

.902

3.590

71.8

2

-.884

.585

11.7

a

4.175

83.5

dimension0

Total

.951

a. Total Cronbach's Alpha is based on the total Eigenvalue.

Table 3.5: Component Loadings, CATPCA for 5 pre-treatment items measuring
concern about climate change
Component Loadings
Dimension
1

2

.720

.682

.901

-.110

.895

-.098

.860

-.048

.848

-.310

“There is little that my
community can do to slow
climate change.”
“Climate change is a
serious problem that
requires urgent action.”
“Concern about climate
change is exaggerated.”
“It is important for me to do
my part to prevent climate
change.”
“The climate appears to be
changing more rapidly now
than it was 100 years ago.”
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Table 3.6: Model Summary, CATPCA for 12 post-treatment items assessing
effects of projected temperature change on everyday life (4 items) and impact of
projected temperature change on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities (8
items)
Model Summary

Dimension

dimension0

Cronbach's
Alpha

Total (Eigenvalue)

Variance
Accounted
For (%)

1

.874

5.022

41.9

2

.717

2.920

24.3

3

-.024

.979

8.2

a

8.921

74.3

Total

.969

a. Total Cronbach's Alpha is based on the total Eigenvalue.
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Table 3.7: Component Loadings, CATPCA for 12 post-treatment items assessing
effects of projected temperature change on everyday life (4 items) and impact of
projected temperature change on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities (8
items)
Component Loadings
Dimension
1

2

3

.546

.759

-.046

.535

.775

-.040

.542

.726

-.014

.518

.735

.044

.697

-.285

.245

.716

-.307

.349

.679

-.226

-.010

.718

-.326

-.287

.671

-.299

-.496

.695

-.338

-.471

.711

-.229

.330

.681

-.296

.364

Over the next 60 years!
[Well-being]
Over the next 60 years!
[Health]
Over the next 60 years!
[Finances]
Over the next 60 years!
[Energy costs]
How large an impact !
[Installing or upgrading air
conditioning systems]
How large an impact !
[Installing or upgrading
heating systems]
How large an impact
![Gardening]
How large an impact !
[Purchasing clothing]
How large an impact
![Purchasing winter
sporting equipment]
How large an impact !
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Based on the results from this CATPCA, I developed three aggregate scores for
each respondent, one for each of the three sections. To aid comparison across treatment
groups, each of the respondents’ three aggregate scores was then assigned a quartile
ranking (see Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3). In the absence of measures of the mean and
standard deviation (which are not appropriate for summed ordinal data), quartile rankings
enable comparison of respondents’ aggregate scores across both the three survey sections
and treatment groups. Without binning into quartiles, the three aggregate scores are not
comparable, since each aggregation has a different maximum possible score. Moreover,
each of the three sets of aggregate scores has a different distribution, with one skewed to
the left, one skewed to the right, and another approaching a normal distribution (see
Figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6). The distributions of these aggregate scores are discussed in
greater depth in section 4.1.2.

3.2.3 SELECTION OF TEMPERATURE CHANGE PREDICTION METHOD FOR
ANALYSIS

As discussed in sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.5, each respondent used two methods to
predict temperature changes in the Centre Region both pre- and post-treatment: a
subjective prediction on a scale from “much colder” to “much warmer,” and an objective
prediction on a degree-Fahrenheit scale. However, for the chi-square tests of
independence performed in sections 4.3.2 and 4.4.2 and the regression analysis
performed in section 5.2.1, I chose to use a change score derived from predictions made
using the subjective scale. Because of the ordinal nature of the subjective predictions, the
change score records the direction of the change (decrease, no change, or increase) from
pre- to post-treatment, but not its magnitude.
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Figure 3.1: Quartile divisions for sum of pre-treatment items assessing beliefs
and feelings (concern) about climate change
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Figure 3.2: Quartile divisions for sum of post-treatment items assessing effects of
projected temperature change on everyday life
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Figure 3.3: Quartile divisions for sum of post-treatment items assessing impact of
projected temperature change on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities
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Figure 3.4: Sum of pre-treatment items assessing beliefs and feelings (concern)
about climate change
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Figure 3.5: Sum of post-treatment items assessing effects of projected
temperature change on everyday life
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Figure 3.6: Sum of post-treatment items assessing impact of projected
temperature change on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities
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Several factors led me to choose the subjective scale for analysis. Fewer
respondents skipped the subjective scale questions than skipped the objective scale
questions. Moreover, the subjective scale questions were presented to all respondents in
the same way (using a drop-down menu), while the objective scale questions were
presented to some respondents using a clickable temperature scale and to others using a
dropdown menu. This variation in the input method used for the objective scale questions
likely affected respondents’ answers to these questions. Additionally, the moderately
strong correlations between respondents’ answers to the subjective scale questions and
the objective scale questions suggest that results of regression analysis performed using
the objective scale questions would be similar to the results for the subjective scale
questions. Specifically, for pre-treatment predictions of temperature change, the
subjective and objective measures have a correlation coefficient of 0.683 with two-tailed
significance of p<0.001 for Spearman's rho (a common method of calculating
correlations between ordinal variables; see Yaffee 2003); Pearson’s r is even higher,
0.703 with two-tailed significance of p<0.001 (N=441). Post-treatment, the correlation of
subjective and objective predictions of temperature change has a coefficient of 0.442 with
two-tailed significance of p<0.001 for Spearman's rho; Pearson’s r is again higher, 0.557
with two-tailed significance of p<0.001 (N=406).

3.3

Summary
The use of convenience sampling produced a sample that was large enough to

support statistical analysis, but that was too old – and likely too politically and
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environmentally active – to be representative of the Centre Region as a whole. Despite
this potentially biased sample, the successful use of random assignment to the six survey
forms allowed analysis of the effect of form assignment independent of demographic or
other factors. In preparation for this analysis, I aggregated results from several posttreatment questions into two dependent variables: one measuring how respondents
expected the temperature projection shown in the survey to affect their lifestyle and
finances, and the other measuring how they expected it to influence their purchasing
decisions and outdoor activities. I also aggregated results from some of the pre-treatment
questions into an additional independent variable: a measure of respondents’ pre-existing
beliefs and feelings about climate change. To prepare for statistical analysis of the effects
of form assignment on temperature predictions, I considered whether to use respondents’
subjective or objective predictions, ultimately deciding that the change in subjective
predictions from pre- to post-treatment would be the best metric for analysis. The next
two chapters analyze the relationships between these and other dependent and
independent variables, first in a descriptive format and then using explanatory models.
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CHAPTER 4
DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

Having summarized the demographic characteristics of the survey sample, this
chapter explores respondents’ answers to non-demographic survey questions, as coded
and aggregated using the approach described in the last chapter. In the first section,
descriptive statistics provide an overview of all respondents’ beliefs and feelings about
climate change, temperature predictions, and perceived impacts of temperature change on
daily life and purchasing decisions. The next section describes the pre- and posttreatment spatial-analog predictions made by respondents who were assigned to spatialanalog forms of the survey. The following two sections compare respondents’
temperature predictions and perceived impacts of temperature change on daily life and
purchasing decisions across the principal divisions among the six survey forms; changein-temperature forms are compared with spatial-analog forms, and text-only forms are
compared with forms containing maps. Comparisons are first made graphically, using
clustered bar graphs for each metric, and then statistically, using chi-square tests of
independence and tests for correlation. A final section summarizes these results.
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4.1

Descriptive statistics, all survey forms combined
Before analyzing the results by survey form, the combined results for all survey

forms are described. I present the combined results first to provide a point of reference
for comparison with the results for individual survey forms and groups of forms.
Combined results are presented for: pre- and post-treatment subjective and objective
temperature predictions; aggregate scores for pre-treatment beliefs and feelings about
climate change; aggregate scores for post-treatment perceptions of benefit/harm to
lifestyle and finances; and aggregate scores for post-treatment perceptions of impacts on
purchasing decisions and outdoor activities. Bar graphs describe the overall results;
graphs that present results for each of the six survey forms are available in Appendix C.

4.1.1 TEMPERATURE PREDICTIONS
Following treatment, respondents were more likely to predict that the Centre
Region would become “warmer” or “much warmer.” Figure 4.1 presents all respondents’
pre-treatment predictions of change in Centre Region temperatures on a subjective
temperature scale. Pre-treatment, the most frequently selected category was “warmer”
(39.2%); the second most frequently selected category was “somewhat warmer” (33.6%).
The third most frequently selected category was “neither warmer nor colder” (12.6%);
the fourth was “much warmer” (10.6%). Figure 4.2 presents all respondents’ posttreatment predictions of change in Centre Region temperatures on the same subjective
temperature scale. Post-treatment, “warmer” remained the most frequently selected
category (47.1%). However, the second most frequently selected category post-treatment
was “much warmer” (26.8%).
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Figure 4.1: Pre-treatment prediction of change in temperature on scale from
"much colder" to "much warmer," all respondents
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Figure 4.2: Post-treatment prediction of change in temperature on scale from
"much colder" to "much warmer", all respondents
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Respondents were much more likely to predict an increase in Centre Region
temperatures of 4-6° F after treatment than they were before treatment. Figure 4.3
presents all respondents’ pre-treatment predictions of change in Centre Region
temperatures on an objective temperature scale. Pre-treatment, respondents most
frequently predicted a temperature increase of 2-4° F (36.3%). The second most frequent
prediction was a zero to two degree increase (28.2%); the third most frequent was a four
to six degree increase (14.4%). Figure 4.4 presents all respondents’ post-treatment
predictions of change in Centre Region temperatures on the same objective temperature
scale. The most frequent post-treatment prediction of temperature change was an increase
of four to six degrees (41.4%). The second and third most frequent post-treatment
predictions were increases of two to four degrees (20.3%) and zero to two degrees
(9.9%), respectively.
4.1.2 AGGREGATE SCORES
Respondents’ aggregate scores for beliefs and feelings about climate change were
generally high. As shown in Figure 3.4, scores were highly skewed to the left; the most
frequently recorded score (35) was also the maximum possible score. Answers to
questions from this section were coded so that higher scores would indicate higher levels
of concern about climate change. Respondents’ aggregate scores for post-treatment items
assessing how the temperature change shown in the projection would cause benefit or
harm to their lifestyle and finances (Figure 3.5) were much less skewed, with the most
frequently recorded score (16) found near the middle of the range of possible scores (4 to
28). This suggests that most respondents felt that any benefit or harm caused by the
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Figure 4.3: Pre-treatment prediction of change in temperature (made using dropdown menu or clickable scale), all respondents
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Figure 4.4: Post-treatment prediction of change in temperature, all respondents
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projected temperature change would be small. Respondents’ aggregate scores for posttreatment items assessing how the projected temperature change would affect their
purchasing decisions and outdoor activities (Figure 3.6) were highly skewed to the right;
the most frequently observed score (8 of a possible 40) was also the lowest score. Thus, it
appears that respondents generally believed that the projected temperature change would
not have a large influence on their future purchasing decisions or outdoor activities.

4.2

Spatial-analog predictions
Of 444 valid survey responses, 205 (46.2%) were from individuals who were

assigned to a survey form that presented the projected change in temperature for the
Centre Region using the spatial analog of Asheville, North Carolina. This spatial analog
was presented to 71 of these 205 respondents (34.6%) using only text, to 75 (36.6%)
using only a map, and to 59 (28.8%) using a map and text (Table 3.2). All three of these
treatment groups were asked to make pre- and post-treatment spatial-analog predictions.
As described in Chapter 2, respondents using text-only survey forms were asked to make
predictions by selecting the U.S. state or Canadian province where they believed the
analog would be located from a drop-down menu; respondents using map-only or mapand-text forms made their analog prediction by clicking to place a red “X” on a map at
their predicted analog location. To enable comparison of analog predictions across these
three survey forms, predictions made by placing a red “X” on a map were coded into a
new variable that contained the name of the state or province where respondents had
placed their “X.” The first part of this section compares the analog states and provinces
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selected using a drop-down menu (text-only survey forms) with those selected using the
clickable map (map-only and map-and-text survey forms). The second part of the section
presents the precise spatial analogs selected using the clickable maps, both in terms of
their locations in eastern North America, and their positions relative to the Centre
Region, Asheville, and an isotherm describing possible analog locations. Both parts also
consider how these metrics changed from pre- to post-treatment.

4.2.1 SPATIAL-ANALOG SELECTIONS PAIRED WITH U.S. STATES AND CANADIAN
PROVINCES

Table 4.1 summarizes the frequency with which respondents’ pre- and post-test
spatial-analog predictions were associated with the listed U.S. States and Canadian
provinces. Pre-treatment, respondents that selected an analog state or province using a
drop-down menu chose Maryland most frequently (23.9%), followed by Virginia (18.3%)
and Pennsylvania (11.3%). Respondents that selected pre-treatment analogs using a
clickable map placed their red “X” in Virginia most frequently (32.1%), followed by
Pennsylvania (20.1%) and North Carolina (11.2%). Post-treatment, respondents that used
the drop-down menu selected North Carolina most frequently (45.1%), with Virginia
(11.3%) and Pennsylvania (8.5%) the second and third most frequent responses.
Respondents that made post-treatment predictions using the clickable map also selected
North Carolina most frequently (44.0%), followed by Virginia (24.6%) and Pennsylvania
(10.4%). Figures 4.5 through 4.8 present this data using choropleth maps.
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Table 4.1: U.S. state or Canadian province matching respondents’ spatial-analog
selection, pre- and post-treatment
Pre-treatment (raw total, %)
Post-Treatment (raw total, %)
Alabama (AL)
Alberta (AB)
Arkansas (AR)
British Columbia
(BC)
California (CA)
Delaware (DE)
District of
Columbia (DC)
Florida (FL)
Georgia (GA)
Illinois (IL)
Indiana (IN)
Kentucky (KY)
Maine (ME)
Maryland (MD)
Minnesota (MN)
New Hampshire
(NH)
New Jersey (NJ)
New York (NY)
Newfoundland &
Labrador (NL)
North Carolina
(NC)
Ohio (OH)
Ontario (ON)
Pennsylvania (PA)
Quebec (QC)
South Carolina (SC)
Tennessee (TN)
Vermont (VT)
Virginia (VA)
West Virginia
(WV)
No answer
TOTAL

Drop-down menu
0
0.0
1
1.4
1
1.4

Clickable map
1
0.7
0
0.0
0
0.0

Drop-down menu
0
0.0
0
0.0
1
1.4

Clickable map
1
0.7
0
0.0
0
0.0

1

1.4

0

0.0

1

1.4

0

0.0

1
5

1.4
7.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

0
2

0.0
2.8

0
0

0.0
0.0

1

1.4

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0
4
2
0
1
0
17
1

0.0
5.6
2.8
0.0
1.4
0.0
23.9
1.4

1
5
2
0
0
0
7
0

0.7
3.7
1.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.2
0.0

0
1
0
0
1
1
5
1

0.0
1.4
0.0
0.0
1.4
1.4
7.0
1.4

0
6
0
2
0
0
2
0

0.0
4.5
0.0
1.5
0.0
0.0
1.5
0.0

1

1.4

1

0.7

0

0.0

0

0.0

2
0

2.8
0.0

1
4

0.7
3.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

2
0

1.5
0.0

1

1.4

0

0.0

1

1.4

0

0.0

5

7.0

15

11.2

32

45.1

59

44.0

1
0
8
0
1
2
0
13

1.4
0.0
11.3
0.0
1.4
2.8
0.0
18.3

5
0
27
0
7
2
1
43

3.7
0.0
20.1
0.0
5.2
1.5
0.7
32.1

2
0
6
0
1
2
1
8

2.8
0.0
8.5
0.0
1.4
2.8
1.4
11.3

2
1
14
1
4
3
0
33

1.5
0.7
10.4
0.7
3.0
2.2
0.0
24.6

1

1.4

8

6.0

1

1.4

2

1.5

1
71

1.4
100.0

4
134

3.0
100.0

4
71

5.6
100.0

2
134

1.5
100.0
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Figure 4.5: Percentage of spatial-analog selections for each U.S. state and Canadian province, pre-treatment,
drop-down menu
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Figure 4.6: Percentage of spatial-analog selections for each U.S. state and Canadian province, pre-treatment,
clickable map
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Figure 4.7: Percentage of spatial-analog selections for each U.S. state and Canadian province, post-treatment,
drop-down menu
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Figure 4.8: Percentage of spatial-analog selections for each U.S. state and Canadian province, post-treatment,
clickable map
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4.2.2 SPATIAL-ANALOG SELECTIONS MADE USING CLICKABLE MAP
The locations of the pre-treatment spatial-analog predictions that respondents
made using a clickable map are plotted in Figure 4.9. Circles mark the location of
respondents’ analog predictions. The circles have been color-coded to match the pretreatment temperature-change predictions that respondents made; blue hues indicate
lower predicted temperatures, while red hues indicate higher predicted temperatures.
Several patterns are evident in the locations of these pre-treatment analog
predictions. A cluster of analog predictions is located near the Centre Region; this cluster
is associated with relatively small predicted changes in temperature. A fairly high
concentration of analog predictions stretches from southeastern Pennsylvania through
central Virginia, generally along and to the east of the Blue Ridge Mountains, through the
Piedmont and into the western portions of the coastal plain. Most of these predicted
analogs are associated with predictions of higher temperatures. To the south of Virginia,
analog predictions are found in lower concentrations through North and South Carolina
and Georgia. However, relatively few analog predictions are located near Asheville,
North Carolina – the location of the analog projection presented to respondents later in
the survey. A few analog predictions are found in the Midwest and New England; these
are generally associated with lower predicted temperatures. The geographic center of all
pre-treatment predictions is located in the Shenandoah Valley of northwestern Virginia,
near the city of Harrisonburg. The geographic center is also near the isotherm of possible
analog locations (discussed in Chapter 2).
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Figure 4.9: Respondents’ predicted spatial-analog locations, pre-treatment
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A rose diagram shows the direction and distance that one would travel if moving
from the Centre Region to the locations of these pre-treatment analog predictions (Figure
4.10). The rose diagram confirms the pattern suggested by Figure 4.9: most respondents
selected an analog location that was to the south or south-southwest of the Centre Region.
Predicted analogs located to the south of the Centre Region were generally 200 to 800 km
from the Centre Region; predicted analogs located to the south-southwest or southwest
were more likely to be farther from the Centre Region, with some located more than 1000
km distant. The resultant vector of all pre-treatment analog predictions had an azimuth of
191°.
The locations of the post-treatment spatial-analog predictions that respondents
made using a clickable map are plotted in Figure 4.11. Squares are used to mark the
location of the post-treatment analog predictions, and are color-coded in the same way as
the circles used in Figure 4.9. The post-treatment analog predictions are generally found
in the same Mid Atlantic, Southeast, and Midwest states as the pre-treatment analog
predictions. There are no analog predictions in New England; however, there are now
two analog predictions in eastern Canada. As on the pre-treatment map, the posttreatment map shows a cluster of analog predictions near the Centre Region that is
associated with small predicted changes in temperature. Post-treatment, a large cluster of
many analog predictions is apparent in western North Carolina. This cluster is in the
vicinity of Asheville, the location of the spatial analog presented to respondents before
post-treatment predictions were made. The post-treatment analog predictions are located,
on average, more than 200 km closer to Asheville than the pre-treatment analog
predictions (Table 4.2). The geographic center of the post-treatment predictions is located
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Figure 4.10: Pre-treatment spatial-analog predictions relative to the Centre
Region
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Figure 4.11: Respondents’ predicted spatial-analog locations, post-treatment
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Table 4.2: Average distance of respondents’ predicted analog locations from
projected analog location (Asheville, NC) and projected analog isotherm, preand post-treatment
Pre-treatment
Post-treatment
Average (km)
Average (km)
Distance from
532
317
Asheville, NC
Distance from
130
110
analog isotherm
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near Blacksburg in southwestern Virginia. The geographic center of the post-treatment
predictions is to the southwest of the geographic center of the pre-treatment predictions;
like the pre-treatment center, the post-treatment center is located near the isotherm of
possible analog locations. On average, the post-treatment analog predictions are located
about 20 km closer to this isotherm than the pre-treatment analog predictions (Table 4.2).
A second rose diagram shows the direction and distance one would travel if going
from the Centre Region to the post-treatment analog locations (Figure 4.12). As
suggested by the cluster of analog predictions near the projected analog location in
western North Carolina, most post-treatment analog locations are located to the southwest
or south-southwest of the Centre Region. The resultant vector for all post-treatment
analog predictions had an azimuth of 208°. Using Figures 4.10 and 4.12 to compare the
pre- and post-treatment distances of analog predictions from the Centre Region, pretreatment distances were found to be much more likely than post- treatment distances to
be in the 200-400 kilometer range, while post-treatment distances were much more likely
to be in the 600-800 kilometer range.
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 visualize the shift in spatial-analog predictions from pre- to
post-treatment. Most respondents shifted their analog prediction from between 200 to 800
km to the southwest from pre-treatment to post-treatment. These shifts to the southwest
are generally – but not always – accompanied by an increase in the predicted change in
temperature. Specifically, the southerly component of the shift in the location of
respondents’ spatial-analog predictions from pre- to post-treatment is positively
correlated with the corresponding change in respondents’ objective temperature
predictions (r=0.169, two-tailed p=0.062, N=123), but this weak correlation is only
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Figure 4.12: Post-treatment spatial-analog predictions relative to the Centre
Region
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Figure 4.13: Change in respondents’ predicted spatial-analog locations from preto post-treatment
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Figure 4.14: Shift in respondents’ predicted spatial-analog locations from pre- to
post-treatment
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significant at the 90% confidence interval. The Spearman correlation, which
accommodates the ordinal nature of the change in respondents’ temperature predictions,
suggests a much stronger correlation that is significant at the 99.9% confidence level
(rho=0.408, two-tailed p<0.001, N=123). Similarly, respondents’ pre-treatment
predictions of change in temperature are positively correlated with the southerly
component of the distance between the Centre Region and their pre-treatment analog
predictions (r=0.641, two-tailed p<0.001, N=130). Spearman’s correlation coefficient is
similar (rho=0.660, two-tailed p<0.001, N=130). Respondents’ post-treatment predictions
of change in temperature are also positively correlated with the southerly component of
the distance between the Centre Region and their post-treatment analog predictions;
however the relationship is weaker (r=0.452, two-tailed p<0.001, N=125). Spearman’s
correlation coefficient is again similar (rho=0.379, two-tailed p<0.001, N=125).

4.3

Comparison of change-in-temperature and spatial-analog forms
This section compares the results for the three change-in-temperature survey

forms with the results for the three spatial-analog survey forms. Results compared
include pre- and post- treatment temperature predictions on objective and subjective
scales, pre-treatment concern about climate change, post-treatment assessments of
benefit/harm to lifestyle and finances, and post-treatment assessments of perceived
impacts on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities. Chi-square tests of independence
are used to determine whether there is a relationship between respondents’ assignment to
spatial-analog or change-in-temperature survey forms and these results.
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4.3.1 OBJECTIVE TEMPERATURE PREDICTIONS
The frequency of respondents’ pre- and post-treatment objective temperature
predictions are shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16, respectively. Respondents’ pre-treatment
analog predictions were similar for both spatial-analog and change-in-temperature survey
forms. The most frequently selected range of temperature change for both sets of survey
forms was “2-4 degrees F warmer”; the second most frequently selected range of
temperature change for both was “0-2 degrees F warmer.” Both sets of survey groups
also share the same median value of “2-4 degrees F warmer” for pre-treatment
predictions (Table 4.3). However, the predictions made by respondents using spatialanalog forms skewed higher than the predictions made by respondents using change-intemperature survey forms, with spatial-analog respondents slightly more likely than
change-in-temperature respondents to predict that temperatures would be more than 4
degrees warmer.
Post-treatment, the most frequently selected temperature-change category for both
survey forms was “4-6 degrees F warmer.” However, while around 60% of change-intemperature respondents selected this category of temperature change, less than 30% of
spatial-analog respondents selected this category. Responses made using spatial-analog
survey forms were split fairly evenly among the highest three categories – “2-4 degrees F
warmer,” “4-6 degrees F warmer,” and “more than 6 degrees F warmer” – while
responses made using change-in-temperature survey forms were concentrated in the “4-6
degrees F warmer” category. Spatial-analog respondents were therefore much more likely
than change-in-temperature respondents to predict that temperatures would become
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of spatial-analog and change-in-temperature survey
forms for the pre-treatment prediction of change in temperature
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of spatial-analog and change-in-temperature survey
forms for the post-treatment prediction of change in temperature
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Table 4.3: Median values for predicted change in temperature in ° F, pre- and
post-treatment, for the spatial-analog and change-in-temperature survey forms
SURVEY FORM
MEDIAN, PRE-TREATMENT
MEDIAN, POSTTREATMENT

Change-in-temperature
Spatial-Analog

2-4 degrees warmer
2-4 degrees warmer

4-6 degrees warmer
2-4 degrees warmer
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“more than 6 degrees F warmer.” However, the median post-treatment value for spatialanalog respondents was “2-4 degrees F warmer,” which was lower than the median value
of “4-6 degrees F warmer” for change-in-temperature respondents (Table 4.3).

4.3.2 SUBJECTIVE TEMPERATURE PREDICTIONS
The frequency of respondents’ pre- and post-treatment subjective temperature
predictions are shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18, respectively. The distribution of pretreatment subjective temperature predictions is very similar for both change-intemperature and spatial-analog survey forms. In both cases, the most frequently selected
category was “warmer,” and the second most frequently selected category was
“somewhat warmer.” Post-treatment, spatial-analog respondents are more likely than
change-in-temperature respondents to select the “somewhat warmer” or “warmer”
categories, but less likely than change-in-temperature respondents to select the “much
warmer” category.!
I conducted a chi-square test of independence to determine if there was a
relationship between the direction of the change in respondents’ subjective temperature
predictions from pre-treatment to post-treatment (decrease, no change, or increase) and
their assignment to spatial-analog or change-in-temperature survey forms. As shown in
the crosstabs for these two variables (Table 4.4), respondents assigned to spatial-analog
forms decreased their subjective predictions more frequently and increased their
subjective predictions less frequently than did respondents assigned to change-intemperature forms. The chi-square test (Table 4.4) confirms rejection of the null
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of spatial-analog and change-in-temperature survey
forms for the pre-treatment prediction of change in temperature on scale from
"much colder" to "much warmer"
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of spatial-analog and change-in-temperature survey
forms for the post-treatment prediction of temperature change on scale from
"much colder" to "much warmer"
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Table 4.4: Chi-square test of independence; direction of temperature-change
prediction from pre-treatment to post-treatment crossed with survey form
(change-in-temperature or spatial-analog)
Survey form
Change-inSpatialtemperature
Analog
Direction of temperature- Decrease in predicted

Count

change prediction (on

Expected

change in temperature

Total

8

20

28

15.1

12.9

28.0

subjective scale from

Count

"much colder" to "much

Residual

-7.1

7.1

Std. Residual

-1.8

2.0

No change in predicted

Count

116

119

235

change in temperature

Expected

126.9

108.1

235.0

-10.9

10.9

Std. Residual

-1.0

1.0

Increase in predicted

Count

113

63

176

change in temperature

Expected

95.0

81.0

176.0

18.0

-18.0

Std. Residual

1.8

-2.0

Count

237

202

439

237.0

202.0

439.0

warmer") from pretreatment to posttreatment

Count
Residual

Count
Residual

Total

Expected
Count

Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

a

2

.000

Likelihood Ratio

16.960

2

.000

Linear-by-Linear

16.420

1

.000

Pearson Chi-Square

16.701

Association
N of Valid Cases

439

a. 0 cells have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is
12.88.
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hypothesis that the two variables are independent (Pearson chi-square=16.701, df=2,
N=439, p<0.001).

4.3.3 PRE-TREATMENT MEASURE OF CONCERN, POST-TREATMENT MEASURE
OF BENEFIT/HARM TO LIFESTYLE AND FINANCES, AND POST-TREATMENT
MEASURE OF PERCEIVED IMPACTS ON PURCHASING DECISIONS AND OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES

As expected under random assignment, responses made using spatial-analog and
change-in-temperature forms were fairly evenly distributed across the quartile divisions
for concern about climate change (Figure 4.19). However, compared to responses made
using the spatial-analog survey form, a somewhat higher percentage of responses made
using the change-in-temperature survey form ranked in the fourth quartile (the highest
level of concern about climate change). A similar, but more pronounced pattern is evident
in the distribution of quartile scores for the post-treatment measure of benefit/harm to
lifestyle and finances: change-in-temperature respondents are more likely to score in the
third or fourth quartile, while spatial-analog respondents are more likely to score in the
first or second quartile (Figure 4.20). The distribution of quartile scores for the posttreatment measure of perceived impacts on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities
indicates that responses made using change-in-temperature survey forms were found in
the fourth quartile more frequently than were responses made using spatial-analog survey
forms, but were found in the first two quartiles less frequently than were responses made
using spatial-analog survey forms (Figure 4.21).
I conducted two additional Chi-square tests of independence, one for the posttreatment measure of benefit/harm to lifestyle and finances, and one for the post-
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of spatial-analog and change-in-temperature survey
forms for quartile scores on items assessing concern about climate change
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of spatial-analog and change-in-temperature survey
forms for quartile scores on items assessing effects on lifestyle and finances
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of spatial-analog and change-in-temperature survey
forms for quartile scores on items assessing impact on purchasing decisions and
outdoor activities
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treatment measure of the perceived impacts on purchasing decisions and outdoor
activities (Tables 4.5 and 4.6, respectively). Crosstabs from both tests suggest that
respondents using spatial-analog forms were more likely than respondents using changein-temperature forms to score in the first or second quartile, but less likely than
respondents using change-in-temperature forms to score in the third or fourth quartile.
The chi-square value of 20.366 (df=3, N=430) for the quartile ranking of benefit/harm to
lifestyle and finances was found to be significant at the p<0.001 level, strongly
suggesting that this quartile ranking was dependent upon respondents’ assignment to
either the spatial-analog or change-in-temperature survey form. However the chi-square
value of 5.969 (df=3, N=435) for the quartile ranking of the perceived impacts on
purchasing decisions and outdoor activities was not found to be significant at the p<0.05
level (p=0.113); thus I did not reject the null hypothesis that the quartile ranking for these
perceived impacts was independent of assignment to spatial-analog or change-intemperature forms.

4.4

Comparison of text-only, map-only, and map-and-text forms
This section compares the results from the two survey forms that present

temperature change in the Centre Region using only text, the two that present this
information using only a map, and the two that present this information using both a map
and text. As in the previous section, these results are compared using bar graphs. Results
compared include pre- and post-treatment temperature predictions on objective and
subjective scales, pre-treatment concern about climate change, post-treatment
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Table 4.5: Chi-square test of independence; quartile scores on items assessing
effects on lifestyle and finances, crossed with survey form (change-intemperature or spatial-analog)
Survey form
Change-inSpatialtemperature
Analog
Sum of post-treatment

First quartile (0-15)

Count

45

56

101

55.0

46.0

101.0

-10.0

10.0

-1.3

1.5

39

54

93

50.6

42.4

93.0

-11.6

11.6

-1.6

1.8

72

51

123

66.9

56.1

123.0

5.1

-5.1

.6

-.7

78

35

113

61.5

51.5

113.0

16.5

-16.5

Std. Residual

2.1

-2.3

Count

234

196

430

234.0

196.0

430.0

items assessing effects

Expected

of projected temperature

Count

change on lifestyle and

Residual

finances, by quartile

Total

Std. Residual
Second quartile (16-

Count

17)

Expected
Count
Residual
Std. Residual

Third quartile (18-21)

Count
Expected
Count
Residual
Std. Residual

Fourth quartile (22-28) Count
Expected
Count
Residual

Total

Expected
Count
Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

a

3

.000

Likelihood Ratio

20.653

3

.000

Linear-by-Linear Association

17.418

1

.000

Pearson Chi-Square

N of Valid Cases

20.366

430

a. 0 cells have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 42.39.
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Table 4.6: Chi-square test of independence; quartile score on items assessing
impact on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities, crossed with survey form
(change-in-temperature or spatial-analog)
Survey form
Change-inSpatialtemperature
Analog
Sum of post-treatment

First quartile (0-11)

Count

50

51

101

53.9

47.1

101.0

-3.9

3.9

Std. Residual

-.5

.6

Second quartile (12-

Count

45

52

97

16)

Expected

51.7

45.3

97.0

-6.7

6.7

Std. Residual

-.9

1.0

Count

68

58

126

67.2

58.8

126.0

Residual

.8

-.8

Std. Residual

.1

-.1

69

42

111

59.2

51.8

111.0

Residual

9.8

-9.8

Std. Residual

1.3

-1.4

Count

232

203

435

232.0

203.0

435.0

items assessing impact

Expected

of projected temperature

Count

change on purchasing

Residual

decisions and outdoor
activities, by quartile

Total

Count
Residual

Third quartile (17-23)

Expected
Count

Fourth quartile (24-40) Count
Expected
Count

Total

Expected
Count
Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

a

3

.113

Likelihood Ratio

6.009

3

.111

Linear-by-Linear Association

4.448

1

.035

Pearson Chi-Square

N of Valid Cases

5.969

435

a. 0 cells have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 45.27.
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assessments of benefit/harm to lifestyle and finances, and post-treatment assessments of
perceived impacts on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities. Chi-square tests of
independence are again used to determine whether there is a relationship between
respondents’ assignment to text-only, map-only, or map-and-text survey forms and these
results.

4.4.1 OBJECTIVE TEMPERATURE PREDICTIONS
Figures 4.22 and 4.23, respectively, compare pre- and post- treatment objective
temperature-change predictions across text-only, map-only, and map-and-text survey
forms. The percentage of respondents that chose each of the nine pre-treatment response
categories did not vary greatly across the three groups of survey forms. However,
respondents using map-and-text survey forms did appear to select the “No different”
category more frequently – and the “0 to 2 degrees warmer” category less frequently –
than did respondents using the other two groups of survey forms. For all three groups of
survey forms, the most frequently selected pre-treatment category of temperature change
was “2 to 4 degrees F warmer,” followed by “0 to 2 degrees F warmer.” As shown in
Table 4.7, “2 to 4 degrees F warmer” was also the median value of pre-treatment
objective predictions for all three forms.
Post-treatment objective predictions of temperature change were also similar
across the three groups of survey forms (Figure 4.23). However, respondents using the
map-and-text survey forms were again more likely to select the “No different” category
and less likely to select the “0 to 2 degrees warmer” category than were respondents
using one of the other two groups of survey forms. Post-treatment, all three groups of
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Figure 4.22: Comparison of map-only, text-only, and map-and-text survey forms
for the pre-treatment prediction of change in temperature
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of map-only, text-only and map-and-text survey forms
for the post-treatment prediction of change in temperature
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survey forms selected the “4 to 6 degrees F warmer” category most frequently, followed
by the “2 to 4 degrees F warmer” category. “4 to 6 degrees F warmer” was also the
median post-treatment value for all three groups of survey forms (Table 4.7).

4.4.2 SUBJECTIVE TEMPERATURE PREDICTIONS
I compare respondents’ subjective temperature-change predictions across textonly, map-only, and map-and-text survey forms in Figures 4.24 (pre-treatment) and 4.25
(post-treatment). Pre-treatment subjective temperature-change predictions were similar
across the three groups of survey forms (Figure 4.24). However, respondents using mapand-text survey forms chose the “neither warmer nor colder” category slightly more
frequently and the “somewhat warmer” category slightly less frequently than did
respondents using the other two groups of survey forms. Pre-treatment, all three groups
of survey forms selected the “warmer” category most frequently and the “somewhat
warmer” category the second most frequently.
Post-treatment, all three groups of survey forms increased their subjective
temperature-change predictions (Figure 4.25). The most frequently selected posttreatment category for all three groups of survey forms was “warmer.” For text-only
survey forms, the second most frequently selected category was “somewhat warmer”; for
map-only and map-and-text survey forms, the second most frequently selected category
was “much warmer.” Respondents using survey forms that included maps selected the
“much warmer” category much more frequently and the “warmer” category somewhat
less frequently than did respondents using text-only forms.
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Table 4.7: Median values for predicted change in temperature in ° F, pre- and
post-treatment, text-only, map-only and map-and-text survey forms
SURVEY FORM
MEDIAN, PRE-TREATMENT MEDIAN, POST-TREATMENT
Text-only
2-4 degrees warmer
4-6 degrees warmer
Map-only
2-4 degrees warmer
4-6 degrees warmer
Map-and-text
2-4 degrees warmer
4-6 degrees warmer
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Figure 4.24: Comparison of map-only, text-only and map-and-text survey forms
for the pre-treatment prediction of change in temperature on scale from "much
colder" to "much warmer"
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Figure 4.25: Comparison of map-only, text-only and map-and-text survey forms
for the post-treatment prediction of temperature change on scale from "much
colder" to "much warmer"
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Chi-square tests of independence were conducted to determine if there was a
relationship between the direction of the change in respondents’ subjective temperature
predictions from pre-treatment to post-treatment (decrease, no change, or increase) and
their assignment to text-only, map-only, and map-and-text survey forms. These tests
confirmed that the change in respondents’ subjective temperature predictions depended
on whether they had been assigned to a survey form that used a map to present the
projected change in temperature, but not on whether this map was accompanied by text.
The chi-square test for independence presented in Table 4.8 shows that the direction of
the change-in-temperature predictions did depend on the assignment to text-only, maponly, or map-and-text survey forms (chi square=10.194, df=4, N=439, p=0.037).
However, a second chi-square test for independence (Table 4.9) shows that the direction
of the change-in-temperature predictions did not depend on whether respondents were
assigned to the map-only or map-and-text survey forms; the null hypothesis that these
two variables were independent was not rejected because p was within the 95%
confidence interval (chi square=2.549, df=2, N=296, p=0.280). Based on this result, a
third chi-square test of independence was conducted that crossed the direction of the
change in respondents’ subjective temperature predictions with their assignment to textonly survey forms or forms containing maps (both map-only and map-and-text survey
forms) (Table 4.10). The results show that the direction of the change in predictions did
depend on whether the survey form was text-only or contained maps (chi-square=7.726,
df=2, N=439, p=0.021). This test produced the most significant results of the three tests,
suggesting that the dependent relationship between the direction of the change in
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Table 4.8: Chi-square test of independence; direction of temperature-change
prediction from pre-treatment to post-treatment, crossed with survey form (textonly vs. map-only vs. map-and-text)
Textonly

Survey Form
MapMap–
only
and-Text

Total

Direction of

Decrease in predicted

Count

10

7

11

28

temperature-

change in temperature

Expected Count

9.1

9.7

9.2

28.0

change prediction

Residual

.9

-2.7

1.8

(on subjective

Std. Residual

.3

-.9

.6

89

81

65

235
235.0

scale from "much

No change in predicted

Count

colder" to "much

change in temperature

Expected Count

76.5

81.4

77.1

warmer") from pre-

Residual

12.5

-.4

-12.1

treatment to post-

Std. Residual

1.4

.0

-1.4

Increase in predicted

Count

44

64

68

176

change in temperature

Expected Count

57.3

60.9

57.7

176.0

-13.3

3.1

10.3

Std. Residual

-1.8

.4

1.4

Count

143

152

144

439

143.0

152.0

144.0

439.0

treatment

Residual

Total

Expected Count

Chi-Square Tests
Value
Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear Association
N of Valid Cases

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

a

4

.037

10.427

4

.034

5.086

1

.024

10.194

439

a. 0 cells have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 9.12.
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Table 4.9: Chi-square test of independence; direction of temperature-change
prediction from pre-treatment to post-treatment, crossed with survey form (maponly vs. map-and-text)
Survey Form
Map-only
Direction of temperature-

Decrease in predicted

Count

change prediction (on

change in temperature

Expected Count

11

18

9.2

8.8

18.0

-2.2

2.2

Std. Residual

-.7

.8

No change in predicted

Count

81

65

146

change in temperature

Expected Count

75.0

71.0

146.0

6.0

-6.0

.7

-.7

64

68

132

Expected Count

67.8

64.2

132.0

Residual

-3.8

3.8

-.5

.5

152

144

296

152.0

144.0

296.0

Residual

colder" to "much warmer")
treatment

Total

7

subjective scale from "much

from pre-treatment to post-

Map-and-Text

Residual
Std. Residual
Increase in predicted change Count
in temperature

Std. Residual
Total

Count
Expected Count

Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

a

2

.280

2.558

2

.278

Linear-by-Linear Association

.089

1

.765

N of Valid Cases

296

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio

2.549

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

a. 0 cells have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 8.76.
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Table 4.10: Chi-square test of independence; direction of temperature-change
prediction from pre-treatment to post-treatment, crossed with survey form (maponly / map-and-text vs. text-only)

Textonly

Survey form
Map or
Map-and-Text

Total

Direction of temperature-

Decrease in predicted

Count

10

18

28

change prediction (on

change in temperature

Expected Count

9.1

18.9

28.0

subjective scale from

Residual

.9

-.9

"much colder" to "much

Std. Residual

.3

-.2

89

146

235
235.0

warmer") from pre-

No change in predicted

Count

treatment to post-

change in temperature

Expected Count

76.5

158.5

Residual

12.5

-12.5

Std. Residual

1.4

-1.0

Increase in predicted

Count

44

132

176

change in temperature

Expected Count

57.3

118.7

176.0

-13.3

13.3

Std. Residual

-1.8

1.2

Count

143

296

439

143.0

296.0

439.0

treatment

Residual

Total

Expected Count

Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

a

2

.021

Likelihood Ratio

7.869

2

.020

Linear-by-Linear Association

5.952

1

.015

Pearson Chi-Square

N of Valid Cases

7.726

439

a. 0 cells have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 9.12.
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predictions and assignment to the text-only, map-only, or map-and-text survey forms was
driven primarily by the inclusion or exclusion of maps in each survey form.

4.4.3 PRE-TREATMENT MEASURE OF CONCERN, POST-TREATMENT MEASURE
OF BENEFIT/HARM TO LIFESTYLE AND FINANCES, AND POST-TREATMENT
MEASURE OF PERCEIVED IMPACTS ON PURCHASING DECISIONS AND OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES

Figure 4.26 shows how respondents that used map-only, text-only, and map-andtext survey forms differed on their quartile scores for the sum of pre-treatment items
assessing concern about climate change. Because respondents were randomly assigned to
these groups of survey forms, each group of survey forms should have a similar
percentage of respondents in each quartile. However, respondents using text-only forms
scored in the fourth quartile more frequently than did respondents using one of the other
two groups of forms; moreover, respondents using map-and-text forms scored in the first
quartile more frequently than did respondents using the other two groups of forms. This
suggests that pre-treatment levels of concern about climate change may not have been
uniform across the three groups of survey forms.
Figure 4.27 presents the distribution of the three groups of survey forms across
quartile divisions for expected effects on lifestyle and finances. Each of the three groups
of survey forms had a similar distribution across the four quartiles, with respondents that
used map-only forms appearing slightly less frequently in the first quartile and slightly
more frequently in the fourth quartile than did respondents that used the text-only or mapand-text survey forms. I found a similar pattern in the distribution of the three groups of
survey forms across quartile divisions for expected impacts on purchasing decisions and
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Figure 4.26: Percentage of respondents within each quartile division for items
assessing concern about climate change; comparison of map-only, text-only and
map-and-text survey forms
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Figure 4.27: Percentage of respondents within each quartile division for items
assessing effects on lifestyle and finances; comparison of map-only, text-only
and map-and-text survey forms
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outdoor activities (Figure 4.28). Again, the three groups of survey forms have similar
percentile scores for each of the quartiles. Moreover, the percentage of map-only
respondents is again lower in the first quartile and higher in the fourth when compared
with the percentages from the other two groups of survey forms.
Two Chi-square tests of independence were conducted, one for the measure of
benefit/harm to lifestyle and finances, and one for the measure of the perceived impacts
on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities. These tests found no significant
relationship between these measures and assignment to text-only, map-only, or map-andtext survey forms. The quartile ranking for benefit/harm to lifestyle and finances did not
depend on assignment to one of the three groups of survey forms (chi-square=5.045,
df=6, N=430, p=0.538) (Table 4.11). The quartile ranking for perceived impacts on
purchasing decisions and outdoor activities also did not depend on assignment to one of
the three groups of survey forms (chi-square=2.913, df=6, N=435, p=0.820) (Table 4.12).

4.5

Summary
Respondents’ subjective and objective temperature-change predictions increased

from pre- to post-treatment. However, this increase was not uniform across survey forms.
Respondents using spatial-analog or text-only forms appeared to have lower posttreatment subjective temperature predictions than did those using temperature-change
forms or forms with maps. Among respondents using spatial-analog forms, higher
predicted temperature changes were associated with more southerly analog locations.
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Figure 4.28: Percentage of respondents within each quartile division for items
assessing impact on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities; comparison of
map-only, text-only and map-and-text survey forms
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Table 4.11: Chi-square test of independence; quartile scores on items assessing
effects on lifestyle and finances, crossed with survey form (text-only, map-only or
map-and-text)
Textonly
Sum of post-treatment

First quartile (0-15)

Count

Survey Form
MapMap-andonly
Text

Total

37

29

35

101

32.9

34.5

33.6

101.0

4.1

-5.5

1.4

items assessing effects

Expected

of projected

Count

temperature change on

Residual

lifestyle and finances,

Std. Residual

.7

-.9

.2

Second quartile (16-

Count

31

28

34

93

17)

Expected

30.3

31.8

30.9

93.0

Residual

.7

-3.8

3.1

Std. Residual

.1

-.7

.6

Count

39

43

41

123

40.0

42.0

40.9

123.0

-1.0

1.0

.1

Std. Residual

-.2

.1

.0

Fourth quartile (22-

Count

33

47

33

113

28)

Expected

36.8

38.6

37.6

113.0

-3.8

8.4

-4.6

-.6

1.3

-.7

140

147

143

430

140.0

147.0

143.0

430.0

by quartile

Count

Third quartile (18-21)

Expected
Count
Residual

Count
Residual
Std. Residual
Total

Count
Expected
Count

Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

a

6

.538

5.005

6

.543

Linear-by-Linear Association

.015

1

.904

N of Valid Cases

430

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio

5.045

a. 0 cells have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 30.28.
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Table 4.12: Chi-square test of independence; quartile scores on items assessing
impact on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities, crossed with survey form
(text-only, map-only or map-and-text)
Textonly
Sum of post-treatment

First quartile (0-11)

Count

Survey Form
MapMap-andonly
Text

Total

35

29

37

101

33.0

34.8

33.2

101.0

2.0

-5.8

3.8

items assessing impact

Expected

of projected

Count

temperature change on

Residual

purchasing decisions

Std. Residual

.4

-1.0

.7

31

34

32

97

31.7

33.4

31.9

97.0

Residual

-.7

.6

.1

Std. Residual

-.1

.1

.0

Count

42

43

41

126

41.1

43.4

41.4

126.0

Residual

.9

-.4

-.4

Std. Residual

.1

-.1

-.1

Fourth quartile (24-

Count

34

44

33

111

40)

Expected

36.2

38.3

36.5

111.0

-2.2

5.7

-3.5

-.4

.9

-.6

142

150

143

435

142.0

150.0

143.0

435.0

and outdoor activities,

Second quartile (12-

Count

by quartile

16)

Expected
Count

Third quartile (17-23)

Expected
Count

Count
Residual
Std. Residual
Total

Count
Expected
Count

Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

a

6

.820

2.928

6

.818

Linear-by-Linear Association

.089

1

.766

N of Valid Cases

435

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio

2.913

a. 0 cells have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 31.66.
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High aggregate scores for pre-treatment beliefs and feelings about climate change
suggest that respondents were generally very concerned about climate change. Despite
these high levels of concern, most respondents believed that the projected temperature
change would be only slightly beneficial or harmful to their lifestyle and finances, and
would not influence their future purchasing decisions and outdoor activities. Respondents
using temperature-change forms expected more harmful effects than did respondents
using spatial-analog forms; effect and impact scores were otherwise independent of form
assignment. Before discussing these findings in depth in Chapter 6, Chapter 5 will
investigate regression models designed to explain more fully the relationship between
these variables.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPLANATORY MODELS

The techniques used to explore survey results in the last chapter – bar graphs, chisquare tests of independence, and correlation coefficients – suggested relationships
between respondents’ assignment to different survey forms and their post-treatment
responses. Still, these techniques did not explicitly identify variables as dependent or
independent, and did not simultaneously model the effect of multiple independent
variables on a dependent variable. To fill this gap, this chapter develops regression
models that explain how assignment to different survey forms, along with several
demographic factors, affected three dependent variables: the direction of change in
subjective temperature-change predictions from pre- to post-treatment; the post-treatment
measure of how respondents expected the scientific temperature projection to affect their
lifestyle and finances; and the post-treatment measure of how respondents expected this
projection to influence their purchasing decisions and outdoor activities. These dependent
variables are metrics developed to assess respondents’ understanding and engagement
with the six different forms of the scientific projection of temperature change that were
presented in the survey. Sections 2.1.5 and 2.1.6 describe the questions that were
developed to assess these metrics; Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 explain how the responses to
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these questions were coded and combined to generate an overall score for each
respondent on each metric.
This chapter develops three regression models, one for each of the dependent
variables. It opens with a discussion of the theoretical and empirical methods used to
select independent variables that are expected to be predictive of each dependent
variable. Regression methods are then selected, and the results of the three regression
models are presented. The chapter closes with a summary of these results.

5.1

Selection of independent variables
I considered several independent variables – including form assignment, quartile

scores for the sum of pre-treatment items assessing concern about climate change, and
several demographic factors – for use in each of the three regression models. As
discussed in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, inclusion in the regression models generally
required support from both theoretical and empirical evidence. However, variables
related to form assignment were retained for all three regression models; because the
research questions explicitly concerned the effect of form assignment on the dependent
variables, I decided that these results would be of interest even if preliminary empirical
analysis suggested that they would not be significant. Two survey form variables were
used in the analysis: one that compares spatial-analog forms and change-in-temperature
forms, and one that compares forms containing maps with text-only forms. Chi-square
tests of independence conducted in section 4.4.2 support grouping map-only and mapand-text survey forms together for comparison with text-only forms.
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5.1.1 THEORETICAL BASIS FOR SELECTION
Variables indicating form assignment were included based on literature
suggesting that regional climate change projections may be easier to understand and more
engaging when presented using maps or spatial analogs (see Chapter 1). I also flagged the
pre-treatment measure of respondents’ concern as a candidate for inclusion in the
regression analysis. Several studies have found that one’s existing beliefs about climate
change – e.g., whether one is an alarmist or a denier – strongly color how one interprets
new information about climate change (Dunwoody 2007) and are also predictive of one’s
beliefs about the likely severity of local impacts of climate change (Leiserowitz 2007).
Additionally, I flagged age and gender for possible inclusion. This was based on the
finding in “Global Warming’s Six Americas” that those who were “alarmed” about
climate change were more likely than the general population to be female and oldermiddle aged, while those who were “doubtful” were more likely to be male and over 75
years old (Maibach et al. 2009). Also flagged for possible use in the regression models
were several variables measuring the strength of respondents’ connection to the Centre
Region, including respondents’ total length of residency in Centre Region, whether they
planned to move away from the Centre Region in next five years, whether they
considered themselves to be a current Centre Region resident, whether they would say
that they “grew up in” the Centre Region, and whether the distance of their current zip
code from the Centre Region was less than 50 kilometers. Those with a strong connection
to the Centre Region may be more likely than those with a weak connection to engage
with the survey’s projections of the Region’s temperature change, and may therefore be
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less likely to succumb to the tendency to downplay the personal importance of climate
change (Nicholson-Cole 2005, Leiserowitz 2007, Lorenzoni et al. 2007, APA 2009).

5.1.2 EMPIRICAL BASIS FOR SELECTION
I then subjected all variables that were theoretically predictive of the dependent
variables to an empirical analysis (Table 5.1). Chi-square tests of independence were
used to test whether there was a relationship between the three dependent variables and
each of the ten possible independent variables. For the direction of change in subjective
temperature prediction from pre-treatment to post-treatment, gender and both of the
survey form variables were found to have a dependent relationship that was significant at
the p<0.05 level. Using the same significance level, I found a dependent relationship
between assignment to spatial-analog or change-in-temperature forms and quartile scores
for effects on lifestyle and finances. I also found a dependent relationship between
quartile scores for concern about climate change and quartile scores for effects on
lifestyle and finances. Six variables were found to have a dependent relationship with the
quartile divisions for the sum of post-treatment items assessing the impact of projected
temperature change on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities: length of residency,
plans to move from the region, growing up in the Centre Region, distance of current zip
code from the region, gender, and the quartile divisions for items assessing concern about
climate change.
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Table 5.1: Chi-square tests of independence for theoretically plausible
independent variables crossed with dependent variables (results significant at
p<0.05 highlighted in yellow)

Length of residency
in Centre Region
Plan to move from
Centre Region in
next five years? (y/n)
Current Centre
Region resident?
(y/n)
Grew up in Centre
Region? (y/n)
Distance of zip code
from Centre Region
> 50 km?
Gender
Age category*
Spatial-analog forms
vs. change-intemperature forms
Text-only forms vs.
map forms
Quartile divisions for
sum of pre-treatment
items assessing
concern about
climate change

RESULTS OF CHI-SQUARE TESTS OF INDEPENDENCE
Direction of change
Quartile divisions
Quartile divisions
in subjective
for items assessing
for items assessing
temperature
effects on lifestyle
impact on
prediction from pre- and finances
purchasing decisions
treatment to postand outdoor
treatment
activities
2
2
! =4.417, df=8,
! =14.032, df=12,
!2=28.256, df=12,
N=434, p=0.818
N=425, p=0.299
N=430, p=0.005
!2=1.873, df=2,
!2=5.597, df=3,
!2=16.941, df=3,
N=397, p=0.392
N=388, p=0.133
N=394, p=0.001
!2=0.386, df=2,
N=435, p=0.824

!2=1.646, df=3,
N=425, p=0.649

!2=2.707, df=3,
N=431, p=0.439

!2=6.451, df=4,
N=439, p=0.168
!2=1.994, df=2,
N=434, p=0.369

!2=9.643, df=6,
N=430, p=0.141
!2=5.713, df=3,
N=425, p=0.126

!2=12.614, df=6,
N=435, p=0.050
!2=11.501, df=3,
N=430, p=0.009

!2=12.831, df=4,
N=439, p=0.012
!2=10.415, df=6,
N=439, p=0.108
!2=16.701, df=2,
N=439, p=0.000

!2=9.485, df=6,
N=430, p=0.148
!2=6.250, df=9,
N=430, p=0.715
!2=20.366, df=3,
N=430, p=0.000

!2=13.622, df=6,
N=435, p=0.034
!2=11.801, df=9,
N=435, p=0.225
!2=5.969, df=3,
N=435, p=0.113

!2=7.726, df=2,
N=439, p=0.021
!2=4.795, df=6,
N=438, p=0.570

!2=1.409, df=3,
N=430, p=0.703
!2=81.778, df=9,
N=429, p=0.000

!2=0.438, df=3,
N=435, p=0.932
!2=88.367, df=9,
N=434, p=0.000

*Respondents were asked to provide their exact age. Responses were categorized so that
the chi-square test of independence could be performed. Categories used were No
Answer, 18-34, 35-64, and 65 and older.
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5.2

Regression models
I used logistic regression techniques to build the three explanatory models. While

ordinary least squares regression models assume continuous dependent variables, the
sigmoid shape of the logit link functions used in logistic regression models is well suited
to the modeling of discrete dependent variables (Peng et al. 2002, 4). The dependent
variables of interest here were discrete and therefore good candidates for logistic
regression models. Because the direction of change in subjective temperature predictions
from pre-treatment to post-treatment has more than two possible outcome categories, a
multinomial logistic regression method was used for this dependent variable. The other
two dependent variables both have ordered outcomes (quartile divisions for the sum of
post-treatment items) and therefore were modeled using ordinal logistic regression.

5.2.1 MODEL OF DIRECTION OF CHANGE IN SUBJECTIVE TEMPERATURE
PREDICTION FROM PRE-TREATMENT TO POST-TREATMENT
The results of a multinomial logistic regression for the direction of change in the
subjective temperature prediction from pre- to post-treatment are shown in Table 5.2.
Gender and assignment to survey form (spatial-analog forms versus temperature-change
forms and forms with maps versus text-only forms) were used as independent variables.
As shown in the model fitting information, the final model was a significantly better fit
than the intercept-only model. Moreover, the likelihood ratio tests suggest that the
inclusion of each independent variable significantly improved the fit of the model. The pvalues for goodness of fit were greater than 0.05; thus the null hypothesis that the model
is a good fit for the data was not rejected. As shown in the classification table, the model
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Table 5.2: Multinomial logistic regression of direction of change-in-temperature
prediction from pre-treatment to post-treatment, crossed with two survey form
groupings (spatial-analog vs. change-in-temperature; map-only / map-and-text
vs. text-only) and gender (rows with non-intercept Wald scores significant at
p<0.05 highlighted in yellow)
Model Fitting Information
Model

Model Fitting Criteria
-2 Log Likelihood

Intercept Only

115.056

Final

78.953

Likelihood Ratio Tests
Chi-Square

36.103

df

8

Sig.

.000

Likelihood Ratio Tests
Effect

Model Fitting Criteria
-2 Log Likelihood of Reduced Model
b

Likelihood Ratio Tests
Chi-Square

a

df

Sig.

.000

0

.

Intercept

78.953

Analog vs. change-in-

94.778

15.825

2

.000

85.864

6.911

2

.032

temperature
Maps vs. text-only

Gender
90.606
11.653
4
.020
a. The chi-square statistic is the difference in -2 log-likelihoods between the final model and a reduced
model. The reduced model is formed by omitting an effect from the final model. The null hypothesis is that
all parameters of that effect are 0.
b. This reduced model is equivalent to the final model because omitting the effect does not increase the
degrees of freedom.

Goodness-of-Fit
Chi-Square

df

Sig.

Pearson

13.523

14

.486

Deviance

14.817

14

.391
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Parameter Estimates
95% Confidence

Direction of change-in-temperature prediction (on subjective scale

Interval for Exp(B)

from "much colder" to "much warmer") from pre-treatment to posttreatment

a

Std.
Error

B
Decrease in

Intercept

predicted change

Analog

in temperature

Temp change

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(B)

Lower

Upper

Bound

Bound

-2.955

.508

33.867

1

.000

.898

.439

4.187

1

.041

2.455

1.039

5.805

b

.

.

0

.

.

.

.

.090

.420

.046

1

.830

1.094

.481

2.491

b

.

.

0

.

.

.

.

Gender= NA

.289

.817

.125

1

.724

1.335

.269

6.614

Gender=F

.442

.419

1.114

1

.291

1.556

.685

3.535

b

.

.

0

.

.

.

.

Maps
Text-only

Gender=M

0

0

0

Increase in

Intercept

-.719

.235

9.348

1

.002

predicted change

Analog

-.586

.209

7.872

1

.005

.557

.370

.838

in temperature

Temp change

b

.

.

0

.

.

.

.

.581

.225

6.664

1

.010

1.787

1.150

2.777

b

.

.

0

.

.

.

.

-.480

.545

.776

1

.378

.619

.213

1.800

.620

.210

8.700

1

.003

1.860

1.231

2.808

b

.

.

0

.

.

.

.

Maps
Text-only
Gender= NA
Gender=F
Gender=M
a. The reference category is: No change in predicted change in temperature.
b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.

0

0

0
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Classification
Observed

Predicted
Decrease in
predicted
change in
temperature

Decrease in predicted

No change in

Increase in

predicted change predicted change
in temperature

in temperature

Percent Correct

0

24

4

.0

0

206

29

87.7

0

126

50

28.4

.0

81.1

18.9

58.3

change in temperature
No change in predicted
change in temperature
Increase in predicted change
in temperature
Overall Percentage
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correctly predicted assignment of 58.3% of responses to the three categories of the
dependent variable.
The parameter estimates include beta coefficients for each non-reference category
of each independent variable. The beta coefficient is the natural log of the odds ratio; the
odds ratio is the odds of being in the category of interest divided by the odds of being in
the reference category for the independent variable. The significance of the relationships
suggested by these coefficients can be found by assessing the p-value for each
coefficient’s Wald chi-square statistic. The Wald statistic is equal to the beta coefficient
divided by its standard error (Kleinbaum 2010, 139). When squared, the Wald statistic is
approximately equal to a chi-square statistic with one degree of freedom; the two-tailed
p-value for this Wald chi-square statistic is used to test the null hypothesis that the beta
coefficient is equal to zero (UCLA 2011). Among respondents who decreased their
predicted change in temperature, the Wald statistics for the beta coefficients were found
to be significant (p<0.05) for only the variable comparing spatial-analog and temperaturechange survey forms. Among respondents who increased their predicted change in
temperature, the Wald statistics for the beta coefficients were found to be significant
(p<0.05) for the variable comparing spatial-analog and temperature-change survey forms,
the variable comparing survey forms with maps and text-only survey forms, and gender.
I used exponentiation of the coefficients that had significant Wald scores to derive
odds ratios. These odds ratios describe the strength and direction of the relationships
between the independent and dependent variables. Among respondents who decreased
their temperature prediction, odds of being in a spatial-analog form were 2.455 times the
odds of being in a change-in-temperature form. Among respondents who increased their
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temperature prediction, odds of being in a temperature-change form were 1.795 times the
odds of being in a spatial-analog form, odds of being in a form with maps were 1.787
times the odds of being in a text-only form, and the odds of identifying as female were
1.860 times the odds of identifying as male. These odds ratios are graphed in Figures 5.1
and 5.2.

5.2.2 MODEL OF QUARTILE DIVISIONS FOR ITEMS ASSESSING EFFECTS OF
PROJECTED TEMPERATURE CHANGE ON LIFESTYLE AND FINANCES

The ordinal logistic regression presented in Table 5.3 shows how two independent
variables – survey-form assignment and quartile divisions for items assessing pretreatment concern about climate change – affect respondents’ quartile scores for items
assessing the effects of projected temperature change on lifestyle and finances (the
dependent variable for this model). As shown in the model-fitting information, the final
model was a significantly better fit than the intercept-only model. The p-values for
goodness of fit were greater than 0.05; thus the null hypothesis that the model is a good
fit for the data was not rejected. As shown in the test of parallel lines, I did not reject the
null hypothesis (p<0.05) that the slope coefficients for the independent variables were the
same across the response categories of the dependent variable. Because the ordinal
regression model gives each response category different intercepts but the same slope
coefficients, failure to reject the parallel lines hypothesis suggests a well-fit model. The
Wald statistics for the beta coefficients were found to be significant (p<0.05) for the
variable comparing spatial-analog and temperature-change survey forms and for all
quartile scores for the sum of items assessing concern about climate change. The Wald
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Figure 5.1: Odds ratios for decreased temperature prediction (with 95%
confidence interval)
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Figure 5.2: Odds ratios for increased temperature prediction (with 95%
confidence interval)
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Table 5.3: Ordinal logistic regression of quartiles for effects on lifestyle and
finances, crossed with two survey form groupings (spatial-analog vs change-intemperature; map-only / map-and-text vs text-only) and quartiles for concern
about climate change (rows with non-threshold Wald scores significant at p<0.05
highlighted in yellow)
Model Fitting Information
Model

-2 Log Likelihood

Intercept Only

278.488

Final

187.827

Chi-Square

90.661

df

Sig.

5

.000

Goodness-of-Fit
Chi-Square

df

Sig.

Pearson

43.255

40

.334

Deviance

45.613

40

.250

a

Model

Test of Parallel Lines
-2 Log
Likelihood
Chi-Square

Null Hypothesis

187.827

General

172.051

15.776

df

Sig.

10

.106

a. The null hypothesis states that the location parameters (slope
coefficients) are the same across response categories.
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Parameter Estimates
95% Confidence Interval

Threshold

Location

Estimate

Std. Error

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Effects4g = 1

-2.403

.244

96.768

1

.000

-2.882

-1.924

Effects4g = 2

-1.269

.225

31.795

1

.000

-1.710

-.828

Effects4g = 3

.199

.215

.856

1

.355

-.222

.619

-.650
a

.180

13.024

1

.000

-1.003

-.297

.

.

0

.

.

.

.369

.192

3.710

1

.054

-.007

.745

a

.

.

0

.

.

.

SumPreTConcern4g=1

-2.035

.260

61.134

1

.000

-2.545

-1.525

SumPreTConcern4g=2

-1.338

.258

26.966

1

.000

-1.843

-.833

SumPreTConcern4g=3

-.742

.244

9.227

1

.002

-1.221

-.263

SumPreTConcern4g=4

a

.

.

0

.

Analog
Temp change
Maps
Text-only

0

0

0

a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.

Wald

df

Sig.

.

.
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statistic for the beta coefficient associated with the variable comparing forms with maps
and text-only forms was found to be just beyond statistical significance (p=0.054).
Odds ratios were derived by exponentiation of the coefficients that had significant
Wald scores. These odds ratios are the odds that one level of an independent variable has
a score on the dependent variable that is less than or equal to a given value, divided by
the odds that the reference level of the independent variable has a score on the dependent
variable that is less than or equal to this same value (Kleinbaum 2010, 470). The model
assumes that the odds ratio remains the same regardless of the cut-point used for the
dependent variable. This means that, for each independent variable included in the model,
the odds ratio for scores on the dependent variable that are less than or equal to the
second quartile would be the same as the odds ratio for scores that are less than or equal
to the fourth quartile.
For any given quartile score for effects on lifestyle and finances, the odds that
respondents that used spatial-analog forms would be in that quartile or lower were 1.916
times the odds for respondents that used temperature-change forms. The odds for an
equal or lower score for respondents that used text-only forms were 1.44 times the odds
for respondents that used forms with maps. The odds of an equal or lower score for
respondents in the first quartile for the sum of pre-treatment concern were 7.652 times the
odds for respondents in the fourth quartile for the sum of pre-treatment concern. These
odds ratios are graphed in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Odds ratios for lower quartile scores, effects on lifestyle and finances (with 95% confidence interval)
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5.2.3 MODEL OF QUARTILE DIVISIONS FOR SUM OF POST-TREATMENT ITEMS
ASSESSING IMPACT OF PROJECTED TEMPERATURE CHANGE ON PURCHASING
DECISIONS AND OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

The ordinal logistic regression in Table 5.4 shows how several independent
variables affected respondents’ quartile scores for items assessing the impact of projected
temperature change on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities (the dependent
variable for this model). The following independent variables were used: survey-form
assignment, quartile scores for concern about climate change, distance of current zip code
from the region, and plans to move from the region. (There was not a sufficient number
of observations to provide the statistical power needed to include all independent
variables suggested in Table 5.1 in the model; the variable related to the distance in
kilometers was retained because of my interest in spatial discounting, while the variable
indicating whether respondents planned to move away was retained because it had the
most significant result from the chi-square test of independence.) As shown in the model
fitting information, the final model was a significantly better fit than the intercept-only
model. The p-values for goodness of fit were greater than or equal to 0.05, albeit barely;
thus the null hypothesis that the model is a good fit for the data was not rejected. The
goodness of fit values probably would have been higher if the two variables for form
assignment had not been included in the model, since chi-square tests suggested that
impact scores did not depend on form assignment (Table 5.1). As shown in the test of
parallel lines, I did not reject the null hypothesis (p<0.05) that the slope coefficients for
the independent variables were the same across the response categories of the dependent
variable. The Wald statistics for the beta coefficients were found to be significant
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Table 5.4: Ordinal logistic regression of quartiles for impact on purchasing
decisions and outdoor activities, crossed with two survey form groupings (spatialanalog vs change-in-temperature; map-only / map-and-text vs text-only) and
quartiles for concern about climate change (rows with non-threshold Wald scores
significant at p<0.05 highlighted in yellow)
Model Fitting Information
-2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square

Model
Intercept Only

366.767

Final

283.120

83.647

df

Sig.

7

.000

Goodness-of-Fit
Chi-Square

df

Sig.

Pearson

122.178

98

.050

Deviance

119.457

98

.069

a

Model

Test of Parallel Lines
-2 Log
Likelihood
Chi-Square

Null Hypothesis

283.120

General

268.665

14.455

df

Sig.

14

.416

a. The null hypothesis states that the location parameters (slope
coefficients) are the same across response categories.
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Parameter Estimates
95% Confidence Interval

Threshold

Location

Estimate

Std. Error

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Impacts4g = 1

-4.943

1.147

18.585

1

.000

-7.190

-2.696

Impacts4g = 2

-3.779

1.140

10.979

1

.001

-6.014

-1.544

Impacts4g = 3

-2.302

1.132

4.138

1

.042

-4.520

-.084

-.367
a

.189

3.771

1

.052

-.738

.003

.

.

0

.

.

.

.209

.200

1.096

1

.295

-.183

.601

a

.

.

0

.

.

.

SumPreTConcern4g=1

-1.982

.274

52.472

1

.000

-2.518

-1.445

SumPreTConcern4g=2

-.627

.273

5.278

1

.022

-1.162

-.092

SumPreTConcern4g=3

-.491

.250

3.849

1

.050

-.981

.000

SumPreTConcern4g=4

a

.

.

0

.

.

.

ZipDist<50km

-2.228

1.129

3.893

1

.048

-4.442

-.015

ZipDist>50km

a

.

.

0

.

.

.

-.794

.252

9.923

1

.002

-1.289

-.300

a

.

.

0

.

Analog
Temp change
Maps
Text-only

MoveAway=false
MoveAway=true

0

0

0

0

0

a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.

Wald

df

Sig.

.

.
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(p<0.05) for all quartile scores for concern about climate change, for distance of current
zip code from the region, and for plans to move from the region. The Wald statistic for
the beta coefficient associated with the variable comparing spatial-analog forms and
temperature-change forms was found to be just beyond statistical significance (p=0.052).
Odds ratios were derived by exponentiation of the coefficients associated with
significant Wald scores. For any given quartile score for impacts on purchasing decisions
and outdoor activities, the odds of respondents with spatial-analog forms being in that
quartile or lower were 1.443 times the odds for respondents with temperature-change
forms. The odds of an equal or lower score for respondents in the first quartile for the
sum of pre-treatment concern were 7.257 times the odds for respondents in the fourth
quartile for the sum of pre-treatment concern. The odds of an equal or lower score for
respondents with zip codes less than 50 kilometers from the Centre Region were 9.281
times the odds for respondents with zip codes more than 50 kilometers from the Region.
The odds of an equal or lower score for respondents who did not plan to move away from
the Centre Region in the next five years were 2.212 times the odds for respondents who
did plan to move away. These odds ratios are graphed in Figure 5.4.

5.3

Summary of model results
Several general conclusions can be drawn from these regression models.

Respondents that used spatial-analog forms were less likely than respondents that used
temperature-change forms to increase their subjective prediction of change in temperature
from pre- to post-treatment (p<0.01). Spatial-analog respondents were also less likely to
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Figure 5.4: Odds ratios for lower quartile scores, impact on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities (with 95% confidence
interval)
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predict harmful effects on everyday life (p<0.001). Respondents that used forms with
maps were more likely to increase their subjective prediction of change in temperature
(p<0.05). Low levels of pre-test concern were predictive of lower scores on the “effects”
(p<0.001) and “impact” (p<0.01) assessment items. The connection between these results
and the research questions is discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION

Having presented the results of the survey in Chapters 4 through 6, I now discuss
the implications of these results for the communication of regional climate change
projections to the public. As outlined in the research questions and further explored in the
literature review, Lorenzoni et al. (2007) describe two barriers to effective climate change
communication: lack of understanding and lack of engagement. This framework grounds
the discussion in this chapter. Using metrics described in the methods chapter, I compare
scores for understanding of and engagement across treatment groups. The first section
reviews the metrics that were developed to assess understanding and engagement. The
second section considers’ respondents’ understanding of the spatial-analog concept and
compares levels of understanding and engagement across temperature-change and
spatial-analog survey forms. The third section compares levels of understanding and
engagement for text-only, map-only, and map-and-text survey forms. The fourth section
considers the effects of spatial discounting and demographic factors on engagement. A
final section summarizes the discussion and presents preliminary answers to the research
questions.
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6.1

Metrics for gauging understanding and engagement
This section describes how the results from Chapters 3 through 5 will be used to

assess understanding and affective and behavioral engagement. For the purposes of this
thesis, cognitive engagement will be assumed to be the same as understanding. While
cognitive engagement implies a deeper knowledge and more enduring curiosity than
mere does understanding, the answers to the survey questions did not enable me to make
this fine distinction.

6.1.1 METRIC FOR UNDERSTANDING
A basic understanding of the possible impacts of climate change is foundational to
engagement with this issue (Sturgis and Allum 2004, Lorenzoni et al. 2007). In the
survey, the impact presented was a projected change in Centre Region temperatures; to
evaluate respondents’ understanding of this projection, I compared it with their posttreatment temperature-change predictions. As described in Chapter 2, all respondents
made objective temperature predictions both pre- and post- treatment on a scale ranging
from “More than 6° F colder” to “More than 6° F warmer.” (As shown in Figure 2.2,
some respondents made this prediction using a continuous, clickable temperature scale;
these predictions were converted to match the nine-point scale featured in a drop-down
menu that other respondents used to make their predictions.) Because all survey forms
presented a projected increase in Centre Region temperatures of about 5° F (either
directly or in the form of a spatial-analog projection), respondents who correctly
understood the projection should have selected “4 to 6° F warmer” as their post-treatment
prediction. Thus, the closer respondents’ predictions were to the “4 to 6° F warmer”
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category, the more accurate their understanding of the projected temperature change is
assumed to be.

6.1.2 METRICS FOR AFFECTIVE ENGAGEMENT
Engagement requires people to care about climate change, not just understand it
(Lorenzoni et al. 2007, 446). I use three methods to evaluate respondents’ affective
engagement with the temperature-change projection presented in the survey. First,
respondents’ post-treatment subjective temperature predictions are used to describe how
respondents felt about their objective temperature-change prediction. For example, a
respondent who understood a temperature increase of “2-4° F” to be “much warmer”
might have been more concerned about such a temperature increase than another
respondent who felt that an increase of “2-4° F” would be only “somewhat warmer.”
Second, the direction of the change in respondents’ subjective temperature
predictions from pre- to post-treatment is used to describe how the scientific temperature
projection viewed by respondents changed their feelings about the temperature change.
An increase in subjective temperature predictions from pre- to post-treatment suggests
that viewing the temperature projection led the respondent to expect higher temperatures
than they initially predicted. I interpret such an increase as evidence of higher levels of
affective and cognitive engagement with the scientific projection of higher temperatures
for the Centre Region; a decrease or no change suggests that the respondent failed to
understand the temperature projection, did not agree with it, or believed that it would be
associated with lower temperatures than those associated with their original prediction.
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Third, respondents’ quartile scores for questions about the expected effects of the
projection on lifestyle and finances (aggregated as described in Section 3.2.2) indicate
how beneficial or harmful respondents expected the effects of the projected temperature
change to be to them personally. Respondents in the first quartile expected these effects
to be more beneficial than did respondents in the other three quartiles, suggesting lower
levels of affective engagement; respondents in the fourth quartile expected these effects
to be more harmful than did respondents in the other three quartiles, suggesting higher
levels of affective engagement.

6.1.3 METRIC FOR BEHAVIORAL ENGAGEMENT
Lorenzoni et al. (2007, 446) also stress the behavioral aspect of engagement: the
motivation and capacity to act on one’s knowledge and feelings about climate change.
For this survey, behavioral engagement was measured using quartile scores for questions
about the expected impact of the temperature projection on purchasing decisions and
outdoor activities (aggregated as described in Section 3.2.2). Higher quartile scores were
associated with larger expected impacts on decision making for major purchases and
outdoor activities than were scores in lower quartiles. Those who expected larger impacts
believed that the projection would lead to more changes in their future behavior, thus
indicating increased levels of behavioral engagement.
There are several limitations to this method of gauging behavioral engagement.
The questions did not specify whether respondents should consider only impacts resulting
from adaptation to the temperature change, or should also consider impacts resulting
from mitigation efforts. Moreover, the questions do not distinguish between the
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motivation and the capacity to act. Respondents who predicted only small changes in
their behavior might therefore have done so not because they had sanguine expectations
about the effects of the projection, but because they expected that they would not have
the capacity to make the necessary adaptive changes. Thus, responses to these questions
provide a general sense of whether a respondent expects the temperature projection to
lead to a change in behavior, but they do not offer insight into why respondents have
these expectations.

6.2

Comparison of change-in-temperature and spatial-analog forms
While respondents using spatial-analog forms appeared to understand the spatial-

analog concept, they were less likely than respondents using change-in-temperature
forms to understand that the projection presented represented a “4-6° F” increase in
Centre Region temperatures. Respondents using spatial-analog forms also scored lower
than respondents using change-in-temperature forms on measures of affective
engagement. The remainder of this section discusses these results, concluding with a brief
reflection on some possible reasons for the different results for respondents that used
spatial-analog and temperature-change survey forms.

6.2.1 UNDERSTANDING OF SPATIAL-ANALOG CONCEPT
A key facet of the spatial-analog concept is that warmer climates are generally
found at lower latitudes – in the northern hemisphere, further south (Kopf et al. 2008,
13). Based on the moderately strong correlations between respondents’ objective
temperature-change predictions and the southerly component of the distance from the
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Centre Region to their predicted analog locations, I believe that most respondents did
understand this facet of the spatial-analog concept. As noted in Section 4.2, the Pearson
correlations are significant at the p<0.05 level for both pre- (r=0.641, two-tailed p<0.001,
N=130) and post-treatment (r=0.452, two-tailed p<0.001, N=125) predictions, but not for
the change in predictions from pre- to post-treatment (r=0.196, two-tailed p=0.062,
N=125). Two conclusions can be drawn from the fact that this correlation was stronger
pre-treatment than post-treatment. First, respondents appear to have already understood
the association between lower latitudes and higher temperatures before beginning the
survey; being prompted with the scientific projection for the spatial-analog location did
not improve this understanding. Second, following treatment, respondents using spatialanalog forms appeared to be more likely to shift the location of their analog prediction
than the sign or magnitude of their predicted change in temperature – perhaps because
respondents using these forms were shown a scientific analog projection but not a
projected change in temperature. This tendency to shift one’s analog prediction without
shifting one’s temperature-change prediction would also explain the weak and
insignificant Pearson correlation between the change in analog and temperature
predictions from pre- to post-treatment. Lending further support of this claim, Figures
4.5, 4.7, and 4.9, as well as Table 4.6, show that post-treatment analog predictions are
more tightly clustered around the projected analog location of Asheville, North Carolina
than are pre-treatment predictions.
Respondents using spatial-analog forms appeared to also understand that
temperatures are influenced by topography as well as latitude. Maps of pre- and posttreatment analog predictions show that the predictions roughly follow the projected
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analog isotherm generated using climate models, which account for terrain as well as
latitude and other factors (Figures 4.5 and 4.7). For both pre- and post- treatment, the
geographic center of respondents’ predictions is quite close to the projected analog
isotherm: about 130 kilometers distant pre-treatment, and 110 kilometers distant posttreatment. As shown in Figure 4.10, from pre- to post- treatment, most respondents
shifted their analog predictions to the southwest, leading to a corresponding shift in the
geographic center of respondents’ predictions in a southwesterly direction, along the
spine of the Appalachian Mountains.
The finding that respondents appeared to understand the spatial-analog concept is
in line with the results of Jylha et al. (2010), which found that respondents to a Finnish
survey had little difficulty understanding the similar concept of shifts in Köppen climate
zones due to climate change. In both surveys, respondents were asked to consider how
the future climate of one region might be analogous to the present-day climate of another.
In the Köppen climate maps, the climate zones shift north to meet the region; in spatialanalog maps, the region shifts south to meet the climate. While Jylha et al. (2010, 162)
suggest that spatial-analog maps therefore introduce geographical distortion not present
in the Köppen climate maps, the results suggest that the public may have a fairly intuitive
understanding of how this distortion relates to changing temperatures.

6.2.2 UNDERSTANDING OF TEMPERATURE PROJECTION
Respondents using change-in-temperature survey forms appeared to have a more
precise understanding of the temperature projection than did respondents using spatialanalog survey forms. The most frequently selected post-treatment temperature-change
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prediction for both temperature-change and spatial-analog survey forms was “4-6° F
warmer” (Figure 5.12). Because this matches the projected temperature increase of about
5° F that was used to construct all presentations of temperature change used in the
survey, it suggests that both groups of survey forms understood the change in temperature
presented fairly well. However, while both groups of survey forms shared a mode of “46° F warmer,” their medians were different: “4 to 6° F warmer” for change-intemperature forms, but only “2 to 4° F warmer” for spatial-analog forms (Table 4.7). The
distribution of post-treatment temperature-change predictions shown in Figure 4.12
provides an explanation: while the predictions of change-in-temperature respondents are
tightly clustered in the “4-6° F warmer” category, predictions of spatial-analog
respondents are almost evenly split between the “2-4° F warmer” and “4-6° F warmer”
categories. Moreover, while almost 20% of spatial-analog respondents selected the “more
than 6° F warmer” category, less than 5% of temperature-change respondents selected
this category.
These results suggest that respondents that used spatial-analog forms understood
that the analog presented represented temperatures that would probably be about 2 to 6° F
higher than present-day Centre Region temperatures, but were less certain than
respondents that used temperature-change forms that this increase in temperature would
fall into the “4-6° F warmer” category. Because change-in-temperature forms presented
the projected temperature increase of 5° F directly, it is not surprising that respondents
using these survey forms were more likely to match this projection in their post-treatment
predictions than were respondents using spatial-analog forms, who saw this projection
only after it had been translated into an analog location.
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6.2.3 ENGAGEMENT WITH TEMPERATURE PROJECTION
Respondents using spatial-analog forms exhibited lower levels of affective
engagement with the projection than did respondents using temperature-change forms.
Compared to respondents using temperature-change forms, respondents using spatialanalog forms were less likely to predict, post-treatment, that temperatures in the Center
Region would become “much warmer” and slightly more likely to predict that
temperatures would become “somewhat warmer” or “warmer” (Figure 4.14). This
suggests that respondents using temperature-change forms expected a change in
temperature that was subjectively more intense than that expected by respondents using
spatial-analog forms. The expectation of a “much warmer” climate might be expected to
generate a stronger affective response – and a corresponding change in the way
respondents think about climate change – than the expectation of a “somewhat warmer”
or “warmer” climate.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from the results of the logistic regression of the
direction of the shift in these subjective temperature-change predictions (Table 5.2). As
described in Section 5.2.1, respondents who decreased their temperature prediction from
pre- to post-treatment were about two times more likely to be in a spatial-analog form
than in a change-in-temperature form; those who increased their temperature prediction
were about one and half times more likely to be in a spatial-analog form than in a changein-temperature form. Thus, using a spatial-analog form made it more likely that a
respondent would shift her expectation towards a lower temperature change, while being
in a change-in-temperature form increased the likelihood that a respondent would shift
her expectation towards a higher temperature change. If increases in subjective
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temperature predictions are taken as a proxy for increased affective engagement, then
assignment to a temperature-change form increased the odds that a respondent would
engage with the temperature projection, while assignment to a spatial-analog form
decreased these odds.
Respondents using spatial-analog forms were also less likely than respondents
using temperature-change forms to score in the fourth quartile for the items assessing the
effects of projected temperature change on lifestyle and finances (Figure 4.16). Higher
quartile scores were associated with more harmful expected effects, and lower scores
were associated with more beneficial expected effects; thus respondents using spatialanalog forms were less likely than respondents using temperature-change forms to expect
that the projection they viewed would have harmful effects. The ordinal logistic
regression of these quartile scores against assignment to temperature-change or spatialanalog forms supports this conclusion: respondents using spatial-analog forms were about
two times as likely as those using temperature-change forms to be assigned to an equal or
lower quartile score (Table 5.3, Section 5.2.2). Respondents using spatial-analog forms
thus expected that the temperature projection would have fewer harmful effects than did
respondents using temperature-change forms. By lowering the expected harm caused by
temperature change, assignment to spatial-analog forms may not only decrease the
intensity of concern about this change in temperature, but may also thereby decrease
affective engagement.
Assignment to temperature-change or spatial-analog survey forms may also have
had a small impact on behavioral engagement. As shown in Figure 4.17, respondents
using spatial-analog forms appear to have been slightly more likely to score in the first or
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second quartile for the sum of post-treatment items assessing the impact of projected
temperature change on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities, while respondents
using change-in-temperature forms were slightly more likely to score in the third or
fourth quartiles. Higher quartile scores are associated with more disruptive expected
impacts. The logistic regression of these quartile scores against assignment to
temperature-change or spatial-analog survey forms supports this conclusion: respondents
using spatial-analog forms were about one and a half times as likely as those using
temperature-change forms to be assigned to an equal or lower quartile score, although
this relationship was just beyond statistical significance at the 95% confidence level
(Table 5.4, Section 5.2.3). This suggests that assignment to spatial-analog survey forms
may have had a small negative effect on behavioral engagement.

6.2.4 REASONS FOR DIFFERENCES IN ENGAGEMENT
Several factors may have led respondents using change-in-temperature forms to
engage more strongly with the projection than did respondents using spatial-analog
forms. Respondents who dislike snowy winters may have found a shift to a North
Carolina-like climate somewhat attractive, speculating that it would bring warmer
weather and less snow. However, respondents using change-in-temperature forms
predicted only somewhat warmer subjective and objective temperatures than did
respondents using spatial-analog forms, suggesting that an aversion to cold weather and
an affinity for the North Carolina climate probably does not fully explain the different
results for these two groups of survey forms.
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While authors have suggested that spatial analogs’ verisimilitude and narrative
depth can help improve public engagement with climate projections, in this case the
“moving story” told by the analog may have worked against engagement (Kopf et al.
2008; Glantz 1988, 3; Jamieson 1988, 82). Asheville, North Carolina is a popular travel
destination, noted for its mountain scenery, fine food and drink, and retirement amenities
(Buncombe County Tourism Development Authority, 2011); enthusiasm for the
Asheville lifestyle may have tempered some respondents’ concern about rising
temperatures in the Centre Region. Although respondents were asked to consider only the
effects of a change to Asheville-like temperatures, the penumbra of positive feelings and
associations that may have surrounded Asheville for some respondents could have led
them to predict effects on their lifestyle and finances that were more beneficial and less
harmful than they might have been otherwise. This could be an example of anchoring; as
described earlier, this is a process whereby exposure to one stimulus effects how one
subsequently perceives and responds to another (Wilson 1996, Nicholls 1999). Spatial
analog respondents may also have been less likely to expect harmful effects on their
lifestyle and finances because the Asheville analog called to mind an intact socialecological system that is already well adapted to warmer weather. In contrast,
temperature change respondents may have been more likely to consider the social and
ecological disruptions that would likely be caused by a rapid shift to a warmer climate,
and may therefore have found the projection more threatening.
The design of the change-in-temperature maps may also have contributed to the
higher engagement scores for change-in-temperature forms. It may be that respondents’
familiarity with filled-isoline weather maps from print, television, and online sources
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(Fabrikant 2010) enabled them to interpret and engage with the temperature-change map
more easily than the spatial-analog map, which presented temperature change in a way
that was likely new to most respondents. The use of color on these maps may also have
been a factor. While the spatial-analog map featured a grayish-blue dot for the Centre
Region, a small red “X” for the location of the analog, a large green arrow connecting the
locations, and a white, gray, and blue background, the temperature-change map featured
large swaths of orange and red (indicating areas where temperatures were projected to
rise). Cross-cultural studies have shown that red is generally assigned a higher level of
importance than other colors, and is considered “active,” “hot,” and “vibrant,” while blue
and green are considered “peaceful,” “gentle,” and “calming”; within the United States,
red carries the additional association of symbolizing “warning” (Tufte 1983; Madden et
al. 2000, 97-98; Propen 2007, 243, 246). These associations suggest that the extensive
use of red on the temperature-change map may have conveyed a strong sense of danger
and importance, and therefore made it more attention grabbing than the spatial-analog
map.7
The temperature-change map also provided respondents with temperature
projections for a broader geographic area than did the versions of the projection shown in
other forms. Although respondents were asked to answer based solely on the projected
temperature change for the Centre Region, respondents who saw the temperature-change
map may have also taken into consideration the projected temperature change of 4 to 6° F
7

Future research could adjust the spatial analog map to control for the possible effects of
color on engagement. For example, the entire spatial analog map could be tinted red, or
an underlay of filled isolines for present-day temperatures (using predominantly reddish
hues) could be included beneath the graphics identifying the analog location.
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that it showed for much the eastern United States and Canada; this information was
presented to respondents using the two change-in-temperature survey forms that included
maps, but was not available to respondents using other forms.
However, closer analysis of the results suggests that these differences in map
color and coverage cannot fully explain the differences in engagement observed between
temperature-change and spatial-analog forms. Additional logistic regression analysis (not
shown) was conducted to compare the responses for text-only versions of the
temperature-change and spatial-analog survey forms. This analysis revealed that, among
text-only respondents, those in spatial-analog forms were still about 1.9 times more likely
than those in temperature-change forms to have a lower score on items assessing effects
on lifestyle and finances (p=0.039). Similarly, those in the text-only version of spatialanalog forms were about 2.8 times more likely than those in the text-only version of
temperature-change forms to have a lower score on items assessing impacts on
purchasing decisions and outdoor activities (p=0.001). However, among text-only
respondents, assignment to spatial-analog or temperature-change forms did not have a
significant effect on whether respondents increased or decreased their temperaturechange predictions (p=0.857). With the exception of this last metric, these odds ratios are
similar to those observed for all spatial-analog and temperature-change respondents,
suggesting that differences other than map coverage and color contributed to the lower
levels of engagement observed among spatial-analog respondents.
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6.3

Comparison of text-only, map-only, and map-and-text forms
Respondents using text-only, map-only, or map-and-text forms appeared to

understand the temperature projection equally well. Respondents assigned to forms that
featured maps demonstrated higher levels of cognitive and affective engagement than did
respondents assigned to forms that featured only text; however, the inclusion of maps did
not appear to affect behavioral engagement. The effects of dual coding – i.e., the effects
of using both text and maps compared to the effects of using maps alone – on
engagement were not significant. Further discussion of these findings follows.

6.3.1 UNDERSTANDING OF TEMPERATURE PROJECTION
Assignment to text-only, map-only, or map-and-text survey forms did not appear
to affect respondents’ understanding of the change in temperature presented in the
projection. When making their post-treatment temperature predictions, more than 40% of
respondents from each of the three groups of survey forms chose the “4 to 6° F warmer”
category; the next most frequently chosen category, with approximately 20% of
responses for each of the groups, was “2 to 4° F warmer” (Figure 4.19). Thus, for all
three groups of survey forms, a plurality of respondents appeared to understand that the
temperature projection presented in the survey represented a temperature increase of
about 5° F.

6.3.2 ENGAGEMENT WITH TEMPERATURE PROJECTION
Presenting the temperature projection using a map rather than text alone appeared
to increase affective engagement. Respondents using forms featuring maps were about
twice as likely as respondents using text-only forms to predict, post-treatment, that
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temperatures would become “much warmer”; respondents using text-only forms were
somewhat more likely to predict that temperatures would become “warmer” (Table 4.18).
The results of the multinomial logistic regression presented in Table 5.2 supports these
conclusions. As discussed in Section 5.2.1, this regression revealed that respondents who
increased their subjective temperature prediction from pre- to post-treatment were more
than one-and-a-half times more likely to have been in a form that featured maps than
were to have been in a text-only form. Thus, respondents using forms with maps not only
expected a subjectively more intense change in temperature than did respondents using
text-only forms, but also were more likely to increase their subjective temperature
prediction from pre- to post-treatment. Respondents that used forms with maps might
therefore be expected to think more deeply and feel more strongly about temperature
change in the Centre Region than would respondents that used text-only forms.
Respondents using forms with maps were also slightly more likely than text-only
respondents to expect that the temperature projection presented in the survey would have
harmful effects (Figure 4.23, Table 5.3). While this supports the finding of stronger
affective engagement for respondents using forms with maps, the relationship was weak
and just beyond significance at the 95% level (ibid.). No relationship was found between
assignment to either forms with maps or text-only forms and the expected impacts on
decision making for purchasing decisions and outdoor activities, suggesting that
assignment to these forms did not affect behavioral engagement (Figure 4.24, Table 5.4).
Dual coding did not appear to improve engagement. As shown in Table 4.18, both
map-only and map-and-text survey forms had similar post-treatment subjective
temperature-change predictions. (However, as noted above, predictions for both of these
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groups of forms differed markedly from predictions for text-only forms.) Similarly, a chisquare test of independence found that the change in subjective temperature predictions
from pre- to post-treatment did not depend on whether respondents had been assigned to
map-only or map-and-text survey forms.

6.3.3 REASONS FOR DIFFERENCES IN ENGAGEMENT
The finding that forms with maps were somewhat more engaging than text-only
forms is not surprising, as it is in line with existing literature that supports the ability of
graphics in general – and maps in particular – to improve understanding and engagement.
As noted by Fabrikant (2010), cognitive science has found that static graphics can
improve understanding and learning. By encoding abstract temperature projections in
graphics, the survey forms that featured maps may have been more likely to activate
experiential processing and generate a strong affective response (Slovic et al. 2004). The
finding is also in line with Nicholson-Cole (2005) and Sheppard (2005), who claim that
2-D visualizations such as maps express the personal relevance of climate change more
“quickly and powerfully” than would be possible using text alone.
The failure to find support for dual coding was somewhat surprising. As described
in Schnotz (2002), dual coding theories argue that the simultaneous presentation of
information both textually and graphically improves understanding, memory, and
potentially engagement. The failure to find any difference between forms with only maps
and forms with maps and text could mean that the survey way not designed in a way that
would effectively activate the dual coding response. For example, Schnotz (2002) states
that, to avoid overwhelming working memory, verbal and pictorial information should
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not both be presented visually; design limitations led me to violate this principle in the
survey, thus potentially suppressing any dual coding effect. It is also possible that there
was a small dual coding effect, but the sample was not sufficiently large to impart
significance at the 95% level.

6.4

Effects of gender, attachment, and pre-existing concern
As discussed in Chapter 6, gender, distance from the Centre Region, moving

plans, and pre-existing concern about climate change were all strong predictors of how
engaging respondents found the projection presented in the survey. This section discusses
each of these results, and presents possible explanations for them. Distance from the
Centre Region and moving plans are discussed in the same section, as both can be
considered measures of respondents’ attachment to the Centre Region.

6.4.1 GENDER
Female respondents generally exhibited higher levels of engagement than did
male respondents. Women were almost two times as likely as men to increase their
subjective temperature predictions from pre- to post-treatment (Table 5.2). As shown in
Table 5.1, gender was also found to influence both respondents’ quartile rankings for
impacts on purchasing decisions and outdoor activities; as discussed in Section 5.2.3,
regression analysis was not performed for this variable due to a lack of statistical power.
These results are supported by the literature. “Global Warming’s Six Americas” found
that climate change alarmists were more likely to be female, while those who were
“doubtful” were more likely to be male (Maibach et al. 2009). Similarly, an analysis of
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eight years of Gallup polling data performed by McCright (2010) revealed that women
consistently understood more about climate change than men, and had higher levels of
concern. The results are also in partial agreement with results from an earlier study of
climate change perceptions among residents of Central Pennsylvania, which found that
women were more likely than men to believe that climate change will occur, but also
found that women were no more likely than men to support efforts to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions (O’Connor et al. 2002, 11).

6.4.2 ATTACHMENT AND DISCOUNTING
In line with the work of several researchers (e.g., Slocum 2004, Leiserowitz 2007,
and Hulme 2008), I hypothesized that those with a strong connection to the Centre
Region would be more likely to engage with the projection presented in the survey and
less likely to downplay the personal importance of climate change. However, the results
did not appear to be consistent with this hypothesis. I found that respondents whose zip
code of residence was less than 50 kilometers from the Centre Region were more than
nine times as likely to have a lower score for impacts on purchasing decisions and
outdoor activities than were respondents who lived more than 50 kilometers from the
Centre Region. Similarly, I found that those who did not plan to move away from the
Centre Region within the next five years were more than two times as likely as those who
did plan to move away to have a lower score on this same metric. Thus, it appears that
those who might have been expected to have the strongest attachments to the Centre
Region – i.e., those who live in or near the Region and did not plan to move away – were
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actually much less likely than other respondents to expect that the projection presented
would significantly influence their purchasing decisions or outdoor activities.
Selection bias among individuals with a weak attachment to the Centre Region
may help explain this counterintuitive result. It may be that those who were weakly
attached to the Centre Region but nonetheless chose to take part in the survey did so
because they already had strong feelings about climate change; because of these strong
feelings, they may also have been more likely to indicate that the projection would
influence their behavior. Thus, a random sample of all U.S. residents might have
indicated decreasing engagement with weaker attachment, but in the non-random sample
a predisposition towards engagement may have been required to elicit a response from
individuals who were only weakly attached to a survey soliciting “Your Views on
Climate Change in State College and the Centre Region.”
If selection bias were responsible for the observed relationship between
attachment and behavioral engagement, there should also be a strong correlation between
quartile rankings for pre-treatment concern about climate change and both distance from
the Centre Region and moving plans; however, this was not observed. Instead, the
Pearson correlation between whether a respondent’s zip code was more than 50
kilometers from the Centre Region and their quartile score for pre-treatment concern was
both insignificant and very weak (r=0.018, two-tailed p=0.705, N=438); Spearman’s rho
was also insignificant and weak (rho=0.021, two-tailed p=0.662, N=438). Similarly, the
Pearson correlation between whether a respondent planned to move away from the Centre
Region and their quartile score for pre-treatment concern was found to be weak and
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beyond significance at the 95% level (r=0.058, two-tailed p=0.247, N=400); Spearman’s
rho was again weak and insignificant (rho=0.050, two-tailed p=0.315, N=400).
The relationship between attachment and behavioral engagement may instead
have been a consequence of people’s tendency to discount the personal impacts of
climate change while emphasizing the impacts on people who live far away (NicholsonCole 2005, Leiserowitz 2007, Lorenzoni et al. 2007, APA 2009). Thus, those who were
strongly attached to the Centre Region may have been more likely to discount the impact
of the projection on their purchasing decisions or outdoor activities, while those who
were weakly attached to the Centre Region may have been more likely to play up impacts
that they perceived as being more remote. Differences in how realistically these groups of
respondents approached the problem of adaptation may explain this apparent discounting.
Those with a strong attachment to the Centre Region may have been more likely to
consider self-efficacy when predicting the impact of the projection on their future
purchases and outdoor activities. Answers from respondents with weaker levels of
attachment thus may have been more speculative, and less likely to account for practical
and financial limitations that might reduce the likelihood of changing one’s purchasing or
outdoor habits in response to climate change. This explanation is supported by
Grothmann and Patt (2005), who argue that both perceived self-efficacy and perceived
adaptation costs should be considered when modeling individual adaptation to climate
change.
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6.4.3 PRE-EXISTING CONCERN
Respondents’ with high levels of pre-existing concern about climate change were
also more likely to engage with the projection presented in the survey. Respondents in the
first quartile for pre-treatment concern about climate change were more than seven and a
half times more likely than were respondents in the fourth quartile to have a low score for
expected effects on lifestyle and finances, and more than seven times more likely than
respondents in the fourth quartile to have a low score for expected impacts on purchasing
decisions and outdoor activities (Tables 5.3 and 5.4). This means that respondents who
were not very concerned about climate change before taking the survey were also more
likely to expect that the temperature projection presented in the survey would have
beneficial rather than harmful effects, and less likely to expect that it would significantly
change their purchasing decisions or outdoor activities. These lower levels of engagement
are consistent with existing research. For example, Dunwoody (2007) found that how one
interprets new information about climate change is strongly influenced by one’s existing
beliefs about climate change. Similarly, Leiserowitz (2007) found that existing attitudes
towards climate change also shape what one believes about the likely severity of local
impacts of climate change. This suggests that any efforts to improve public understanding
and engagement with climate change issues will probably see only slow progress.

6.5

Summary and answers to research questions
Based on this discussion of understanding and engagement, I am now able to

present preliminary answers to the research questions. In answer to the first research
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question, I find that – contrary to my expectations – temperature-change data were more
understandable and engaging when expressed directly as a change in temperature than
they were when expressed indirectly using a spatial analog. Respondents appeared to
understand the spatial-analog concept, but were somewhat uncertain about the amount of
temperature change represented by the analog. For engagement, the lower “effect” and
“impact” scores for spatial-analog forms suggest that respondents found these forms less
engaging than temperature-change forms.
In answer to the second research question, I found that – confirming my
expectations – temperature-change data were somewhat more engaging when presented
using a map or a map and text than they were when presented using only text. Forms with
maps tended to have higher subjective temperature-change predictions and “effect”
scores than text-only forms, but these differences were generally smaller and less
significant than differences due to assignment to spatial-analog or temperature-change
forms. Results for map-only forms did not differ significantly from results for map-andtext forms, suggesting that dual coding did not have an observable effect on responses.
Female respondents were more likely than male respondents to increase their
subjective temperature prediction from pre- to post-treatment, suggesting higher levels of
affective engagement for women. I also found that, at least for behavioral engagement,
the regional climate projections did not appear to reduce discounting: those with strong
connections to the Centre Region were more likely to downplay the impact of the
projection on future purchases and outdoor activities, while those with weak connections
to the Region were more likely to expect larger impacts. Unsurprisingly, respondents’
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pre-existing beliefs about climate change were a strong predictor of their “effect” and
“impact” scores.
In light of these findings, climate change communicators who wish to improve
understanding and engagement should strongly consider using maps where possible, but
should exercise caution before using spatial-analog approaches. Moreover, if they wish to
lead the public to consider behavioral changes, communicators may need to move beyond
the techniques explored in this thesis. Across all survey forms, respondents demonstrated
a high level of concern about climate change, but low levels of behavioral engagement;
this is consistent with an earlier survey of residents of Central Pennsylvania, which found
ambivalence towards efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in general, and low
levels of support for voluntary efforts that are difficult, costly, or require changes in
lifestyle (O’Connor et al. 2002, 11). The next chapter reflects on these conclusions, their
limitations, and their implications for future research.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

In the preceding chapters I have explored spatial-analog mapping as a possible
means of overcoming barriers to climate change communication. I began by reviewing
the literature on climate change communication, with a focus on mapping and spatialanalog techniques. Drawing on this literature review, I posed two questions. First, are
temperature-change data easier to understand and more engaging when presented directly
or using a spatial analog? Second, are these data easier to understand and more engaging
when presented using only a map, only text, or both a map and text? To test these
research questions, I developed and conducted an online survey that randomly assigned
3094 members of 11 environmentally minded Centre Region organizations to one of six
survey forms. Based on the 444 valid responses I received, I found that while the use of
maps appeared to increase some measures of engagement, the spatial analog did not
improve understanding, and may have decreased engagement.
The results showed that respondents that used spatial-analog survey forms had a
less precise understanding of the projected temperature change than did respondents that
used change-in-temperature forms. Spatial-analog respondents also had lower levels of
affective and behavioral engagement than did temperature-change respondents.
Compared to temperature-change respondents, spatial-analog respondents were more
likely to decrease – and less likely to increase – their predicted change in temperature
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from pre- to post-treatment. Spatial-analog respondents were also less likely to expect
that the temperature projection would have harmful effects on their lifestyle and finances,
and less likely to expect that the projection would significantly influence their future
purchasing decisions or outdoor activities. Based on the comparison of map, text, and
map-and-text forms, I found that, compared to those in text-only forms, respondents that
used forms with maps were more likely to increase their predicted change in temperature
from pre- to post-treatment and may have been more likely to predict harmful effects on
lifestyle and finances.
These results have several implications for those who communicate climate
change information to the public. First, where possible, consider using maps to convey or
compliment the message. The results are in agreement with many sources from the
literature, which suggest that the use of maps and other graphical elements can be a quick
and powerful way of improving comprehension of – and generating a strong affective
response to – the message (Slovic et al. 2004, Nicholson-Cole 2005, Sheppard 2005). The
use of appropriate maps may therefore help to address misunderstandings about climate
change, while also making climate change more personally relevant and meaningful.
Second, before using a spatial analog, be sure to consider the full range of cultural and
emotional associations that the analog might evoke. For example, the analog that I chose
may have decreased engagement not because respondents failed to understand the
amount of temperature change it represented, but because they associated it with a culture
and lifestyle that they found at least somewhat attractive. If there are more than two
viable analog locations, it might be worthwhile to conduct a pilot study to assess the full
range of climatic, cultural, and emotional associations that that each analog carries for the
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audience. Another option might be to use a regional – rather than city-level – spatial
analog; this could reduce the likelihood that the audience will key on the strong cultural
associations that some cities carry.
These lessons for climate change communicators are preliminary, and should be
viewed in light of the limitations of the research design. Of the several limitations to the
research, the most important is probably its use of convenience sampling rather than
random sampling. Although I surveyed members of a diverse group of Centre Region
organizations, most of the organizations I worked with already had some interest in
environmental issues. Thus, the results may not hold for less environmentally minded
samples, and perhaps cannot be generalized to the full population of adult Centre Region
residents or to residents of places outside of the Centre Region. I also tested only one
spatial analog, which was generated based on output from one model run, which was in
turn based on one emissions scenario. Thus, it is possible that the results could have been
an artifact of the particular spatial analog that I identified, rather than of the spatialanalog method in general. Finally, the online survey method prevented me from
controlling the environment in which the respondents took the questionnaire. Although I
attempted to screen out uninvited participants, it is possible that I missed some uninvited
responses. Some respondents also may have collaborated with friends and family when
completing the questionnaire.
Future research could address many of these limitations. Following the methods
in Dillman (2007), a similar survey could be mailed to a random sample of Centre Region
residences, allowing researchers to determine if the results hold for a more representative
sample and eliminating some of the problems with online survey formats. Focus groups
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and interviews with selected respondents could also provide a deeper understanding of
why some respondents engaged with spatial-analog presentations, while others did not.
The research could also be extended by testing additional spatial analogs and surveying
other regions. Testing additional analogs for Centre Region temperatures would allow
researchers to determine if spatial-analog presentations are generally less engaging than
change-in-temperature presentations, or if engagement depends on which analog is used.
Follow-up interviews could then be used to determine whether respondents’ engagement
with each analog depends in part on their cultural and emotional associations with that
analog location. Similarly, surveying other regions would help researchers learn whether
understanding of and engagement with spatial-analog presentations varies regionally, or
is generally consistent with what I observed in the sample of Centre Region residents.
Despite its limitations, I believe that the research is a valuable first attempt at
exploring an important and little researched question. Barriers to effective climate change
communication threaten efforts to tackle a problem that, if left unaddressed, could
seriously threaten the health of both human and natural systems (Pachauri 2007). By
studying one possible means of weakening these barriers – spatial-analog mapping – I
hope to have contributed in at least a small way to solving this problem. Given the
importance of removing these barriers, and in light of the finding that spatial analogs may
not always be the best choice for improving understanding and engagement, empirical
assessments of other widely used but little tested methods of communicating climate
change may be worthwhile. Using surveys and other metrics, communication can be finetuned to improve understanding of the science, increase public engagement, and possibly
drive mitigative and adaptive action. This research has shown that the use of maps may
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be one way to improve understanding and engagement; additional research is needed to
find other ways.
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APPENDIX A

COMPLETE SURVEY8

8

Bracketed text defines question branching for different survey forms.
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SURVEY RECRUITMENT MATERIALS
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Document B.1: Template for pre-notification email

Subject: Penn State Research Opportunity Coming Soon
Dear [partner organization] member,
In a few days you will receive an email inviting you to participate in a survey being
conducted for research purposes by a graduate student at the Pennsylvania State
University.
This survey will ask for your thoughts and feelings about climate change in the Centre
Region. If you choose to respond, your answers will be confidential and will be
transmitted and stored securely. Neither your name nor your email address will be linked
to your responses in any way.
I am writing in advance to assure you that this survey is being conducted with our full
support. It should provide an important snapshot of your opinions about climate change.
Your responses will help researchers adjust their communication of climate information
to make it easier to understand.
If you have any questions about this research, please contact the principal investigator:
David Retchless
Master’s candidate
Department of Geography
302 Walker Building
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802
Phone: 830-285-2492
Email: dpr173@psu.edu
Please note that participants must be age 18 or older to be involved in the research.
Thank you for time and consideration. Without the generous assistance of people like
you, this important research would not be possible.
Sincerely,
[Name of partner organization representative]
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Document B.2: Template for invitation email

Subject: Invitation to Penn State Climate Change Survey
Dear [partner organization] member,
I am writing to ask for your help with a survey about climate change that is being
conducted for research purposes by the Pennsylvania State University. By responding to
this survey, you will help researchers learn more about local residents’ thoughts and
feelings about climate change.
You have been invited to participate in this survey because I understand that you are a
member of [partner organization]. If you have already been asked to participate in this
survey as a member of a different organization, please disregard this email and do not
complete the survey again. We are contacting members of organizations like [partner
organization] that are conservation-minded and are located in State College and the
Centre Region. The survey asks for your opinion about how the local climate will change
and what this change will mean to you. It should take less than 15 minutes to complete.
To begin the survey, please click on the link below:
[link]
Please don’t share this link with anyone else.
Your answers to this survey are confidential and will be transmitted and stored securely.
Neither your name nor your email address will be linked to your responses in any way.
Only summaries in which no individuals’ responses can be identified will be publicly
released. Although this survey is voluntary, I hope that you will help us by taking a few
minutes to share your opinions about climate change.
This survey will only be open for two weeks, so please be sure to submit your response
no later than [date]. Participants must be age 18 or older to be involved in the research.
Your responses will help researchers learn which ways of presenting climate change
information are easiest to understand and most engaging. This knowledge could lead to
climate change information that is more useful to you.
If you have questions about the survey, I would be happy to answer them by email at
dpr173@psu.edu, phone at 830-285-2492, or post at 302 Walker Building, The
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802.
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Thank you very much for your consideration. I hope that you will choose to help us with
this important survey.
Sincerely,
David Retchless
Master’s candidate
Department of Geography
The Pennsylvania State University
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Document B.3: Template for reminder email

Subject: Reminder: Invitation to Penn State Climate Change Survey
Dear [Partner Organization] member,
A few days ago you received an email inviting you to participate in a research survey
being conducted by a graduate student at the Pennsylvania State University. If you have
already completed the survey, thank you for your response.
If you have a not yet responded and would like to share your thoughts and feelings about
climate change in State College and the Centre Region, please complete this survey
before [date and time].
To begin the survey, please click on the link below:
[link]
Please don’t share this link with anyone else.
Your answers to this survey are confidential and will be transmitted and stored securely.
Neither your name nor your email address will be linked to your responses in any way.
Only summaries in which no individuals’ responses can be identified will be publicly
released.
Your responses will help researchers learn which ways of presenting climate change
information are easiest to understand and most engaging. This knowledge could lead to
climate change information that is more useful to you.
If you have questions about the survey, I would be happy to answer them by email at
dpr173@psu.edu, phone at 830-285-2492, or post at 302 Walker Building, The
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802.
Please note that participants must be age 18 or older to be involved in the research.
Thank you again for helping to make this research possible. This is the last reminder that
you will receive. If you have not already responded, I hope you will be able to do so
soon.
Sincerely,
David Retchless
Master’s candidate
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Department of Geography
The Pennsylvania State University
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APPENDIX C

BAR GRAPHS OF RESULTS FOR SIX SURVEY FORMS
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Figure C.1: Pre-treatment prediction of change in temperature on scale from
"much colder" to "much warmer"
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Figure C.2: Post-treatment prediction of temperature change on scale from
"much colder" to "much warmer"
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Figure C.3: Pre-treatment prediction of change in temperature in degrees
Fahrenheit
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Figure C.4: Post-treatment prediction of change in temperature in degrees
Fahrenheit
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Figure C.5: Percentage of respondents in each quartile division for items
assessing concern about climate change
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Figure C.6: Percentage of respondents in each quartile division for items
assessing effects of projected temperature change on lifestyle and finances
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Figure C.7: Percentage of respondents in each quartile division for items
assessing impact of projected temperature change on purchasing decisions and
outdoor activities

